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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
DAVID C. HILL and JOSHUA D. 
HILL by his guardian ad litem 
DAVID C. HILL, 
Plaintiffs/Appellants 
vs. 
FARMERS INSURANCE EXCHANGE, 
an inter-insurance exchange, 
BARBARA J. PELLUM, BARBARA 
PELLUM and PAUL PELLUM, 
Defendants/Appellees 
Case No. 930710-CA 
Priority No. 15 
BRIEF OF APPELLEES 
JURISDICTION 
Jurisdiction in this court is proper pursuant to Utah 
Code Ann. § 78-2-2(3) (j) (1953, as amended). 
ISSUE PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
1. Was the trial court correct in concluding that the 
policies of insurance issued by Farmers Insurance Exchange to the 
Pellums limit the amount of liability coverage owed by Farmers 
Insurance Exchange to Barbara J. Pellum, Barbara Pellum and Paul 
Pellum for the July 13, 1989, accident to $40,000.00? 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES 
The following statutes as they existed on July 13, 1989, 
are determinative in this case: Utah Code Ann. Sections 31A-21-307, 
31A-22-303, and 31A-22-304. The language of these statutes is 
reproduced at the Addendum to this brief. Also reproduced are Utah 
Code Ann. Sections 41-2-115 and 41-2-116, relied upon by plaintiffs 
in claiming liability on the part of defendants Paul and Barbara 
Pellum. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Nature of the Case 
This is an action for declaratory relief filed by 
plaintiffs to determine the amount of liability coverage owed by 
Farmers Insurance Exchange to Barbara J. Pellum and her parents, 
Barbara and Paul Pellum, for an automobile accident which occurred 
on July 13, 1989, involving a vehicle driven by Barbara J. Pellum, 
at that time sixteen years old, and a motorcycle driven by David C. 
Hill and on which Joshua D. Hill was riding as a passenger. 
At the time of this accident, the Pellums owned three 
vehicles, each one insured under a separate policy of insurance 
issued by Farmers Insurance Exchange. Farmers Insurance Exchange 
tendered to and the plaintiffs accepted the policy limits of 
$40,000.00. and the plaintiffs agreed that their claims against the 
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Pellums would be limited to the insurance coverage ultimately found 
to be available to the Pellums in this declaratory relief action. 
Course of Proceedings 
This appeal is from a final judgment of the Second 
Judicial District Court in and for Davis County, State of Utah, 
wherein the Court granted Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
and denied Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment and ordered that 
the limit of liability coverage owed by Farmers insurance Exchange 
to Barbara J. Pellum, Barbara Pellum and Paul Pellum for the July 
13, 1989, accident is $40,000.00, and therefore, no additional 
amounts are owed to the Plaintiffs by Farmers Insurance Exchange for 
damages sustained in the accident of July 13, 1989. 
Statement of Facts 
In its Findings of Fact, dated May 25, 1993, the trial 
court found the following facts: 
1. On or about July 13, 198 9, an accident occurred 
between a vehicle driven by Barbara J. Pellum and a motorcycle 
driven by David C. Hill and on which Joshua D. Hill was riding as a 
passenger. This accident occurred at the intersection 200 West and 
1800 South in Bountiful, Utah and resulted in injuries to David C. 
Hill and Joshua D. Hill. (R. 372) 
2. At the time of this accident, Barbara J. Pellum, age 
16, was driving a 1981 Camaro which was insured under a policy of 
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insurance issued by Farmers Insurance Exchange with policy limits of 
$20,000.00 for injuries to one person and $40,000.00 per occurrence. 
The vehicle driven by Ms. Pellum at the time of the accident was 
owned by her mother, also named Barbara Pellum. 
(R. 372) 
3. At the time of this accident, Barbara Pellum's 
mother, Barbara Pellum, and step-father, Paul Pellum, also owned a 
1978 El Dorado and a 1976 El Camino. (R. 372) 
4. Each of the three vehicles owned by Barbara Pellum's 
mother and step-father were insured by Farmers Insurance Exchange 
under a separate policy of insurance. The policy of insurance 
covering each of the Pellums' three vehicles had limits of liability 
of $20,000.00 for injuries to one person and $40,000.00 for injuries 
per occurrence. (R. 372) 
5. The accident resulted in injuries to David C. Hill 
and Joshua D. Hill and as a result of these injuries, they have 
asserted claims against Barbara Pellum, Paul Pellum and Barbara J. 
Pellum and have filed a lawsuit against them, Civil Number 
910751288, for a determination of negligence and the extent of 
damages sustained by the plaintiffs. (R. 373-373) 
6. David Hill and Joshua Hill claim liability on the 
part of Barbara J. Pellum as the driver of the vehicle, liability 
on the part of Barbara Pellum, her mother, for furnishing said 
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vehicle to a minor, and liability on the part of Paul Pellum for 
statutory liability for signing the driver's license application of 
Barbara J. Pellum. The claim of liability on the part of Paul 
Pellum and Barbara Pellum is made pursuant to Utah Code Annotated 
§41-2-115 and 41-2-116. (R. 373) 
7. David Hill and Joshua Hill have claimed that 
insurance coverage is provided for this accident under each of the 
three insurance policies issued by Farmers Insurance Exchange to the 
Pellums with total coverage of $120,000.00 available to the Pellums 
for this accident. (R. 373) 
8. Farmers Insurance Exchange has maintained that the 
policies of insurance issued to the Pellums limit the liability 
coverage available to the Pellums for this accident to $40,000.00. 
(R. 373) 
9. Each of the policies of insurance issued to the 
Pellums by Farmers Insurance Exchange contains the following 
language pertaining to "Other Insurance": 
"If any applicable insurance other than this policy is 
issued to you by us or any other member company of the 
Farmers Insurance Group of Companies, the total amount 
payable among all such policies shall not exceed the 
limits provided by the single policy with highest limits 
of liability." (R. 373-374) 
10. Each of the policies of insurance issued to the 
Pellums also contains an exclusion for: 
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"Bodily injury or property damage arising out of the 
ownership, maintenance or use of any vehicle other than 
your insured car, which is owned by or furnished or 
available for regular use by you or a family member." 
The policies of insurance issued to the Pellums define 
"your insured car" as "the vehicle described in the declarations of 
this policy..." (R. 374) 
11. Farmers Insurance Exchange has tendered to and David 
Hill and Joshua Hill have accepted the policy limit of $40,000.00 
and the parties have further agreed that the issue of additional 
coverage would be litigated in this declaratory relief action. 
David Hill and Joshua Hill have agreed that their claim for injury 
and damages against the Pellums would be limited to the insurance 
coverage ultimately found to be available to the Pellums in this 
declaratory relief action. (R. 374) 
In connection with the Motions for Summary Judgment 
pending before the trial court, Defendants/Appellees stipulated to 
the "factual statement" set forth in the Plaintiffs' Memorandum of 
Points and Authorities in support of their Motion for Summary 
Judgment. Included in that "factual statement" is the following 
fact: 
12. This declaratory judgment action was then filed to 
have this court determine the single issue as to whether all three 
automobile liability policies apply to this action or whether only 
one policy applies. If the court determines that only one policy 
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applies, then these matters are concluded because Plaintiffs have 
accepted the coverage by one policy and have agreed to release the 
individual Defendants. If on the other hand, all three policies 
apply then the companion case referred to above will be tried to 
determine the actual dollar amount of liability. Plaintiffs have 
agreed that they will not seek damages against the Pellums in excess 
of the amount of coverage represented by the three automobile 
policies. (R. 162, 163, 249) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The language of the three policies of insurance issued by 
Farmers Insurance Exchange to the Pellums, one policy covering each 
of their three vehicles, clearly and unambiguously limits liability 
coverage available to the Pellums for the July 13, 1989, accident to 
$40,000.00. Each policy contains an exclusion from liability 
coverage for vehicles owned by the insured but not insured under the 
particular policy. Each policy also contains provisions pertaining 
to "Limits of Liability" and "Other Insurance" which clearly inform 
insureds that if they have one policy with Farmers Insurance 
Exchange covering the same loss, "the total amount payable among all 
such policies shall not exceed the limits provided by the single 
policy with the highest limits of liability. These provisions in 
the policies of insurance issued to the Pellums comply with Utah 
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law. The trial court was correct in giving effect to the clear 
language of the policies. 
ARGUMENT 
Introduction 
The accident which is the subject of this lawsuit 
occurred on or about July 13, 1989. The accident involved a 
vehicle driven by Barbara J. Pellum, age sixteen at the time of the 
accident, and a motorcycle driven by David C. Hill and on which 
Joshua D. Hill was riding as a passenger. The vehicle driven by Ms. 
Pellum, a 1981 Camaro, was insured under a policy of insurance 
issued by Farmers Insurance Exchange with liability limits of 
$20,000 for injuries to one person and $40,000 per occurrence. The 
vehicle driven by Ms. Pellum at the time of the accident was owned 
by her mother, also named Barbara Pellum. 
At the time of this accident, Barbara J. Pellum1 s mother 
and her step-father, Paul Pellum, also owned a 1978 El Dorado and a 
1976 El Camino. Each of the three vehicles owned by Mr. and Mrs. 
Pellum was insured by Farmers Insurance Exchange under a separate 
policy of insurance. Each of the three policies contained identical 
language. (Copies of the declaration sheets for each of the three 
policies along with one copy of the policy are included in the 
Addendum to this brief. The copy of the policy included in 
plaintiff's brief was improperly copied with pages not in their 
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proper order.) Each policy of insurance issued by Farmers Insurance 
Exchange to the Pellums covered a separate vehicle owned by the 
Pellums and each policy had limits of liability of $20,000 for 
injuries to one person and $40,000 for injuries per occurrence. 
David C. Hill and Joshua D. Hill claim liability on the 
part of Barbara J. Pellum as the driver of the vehicle, liability 
on the part of Barbara Pellum, her mother, for furnishing the 
vehicle to a minor and liability on the part of Paul Pellum based 
on statutory liability for signing the driver's license application 
of Barbara J. Pellum. The plaintiffs claim that insurance coverage 
under each of the three insurance policies issued by Farmers 
Insurance Exchange to the Pellums should be "stacked" for a total of 
$120,000 in available coverage to the Pellums for this accident. 
The language of the three policies clearly provides, however, that 
coverage to the Pellums for this accident is limited to $40,000. 
I. THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF LIABILITY COVERAGE 
AVAILABLE TO THE PELLUMS FOR ACCIDENT OF JULY 
13, 1989 IS 40,000. 
A. THE LANGUAGE OF THE POLICIES CLEARLY 
PROVIDES THAT COVERAGE TO THE PELLUMS FOR THIS 
ACCIDENT IS LIMITED TO $4 0,000. 
Insurance coverage is based on contract. Unless there is 
some good reason to the contrary, Courts are obliged to assume that 
language included in an insurance contract was put there for a 
purpose and to give it effect where its meaning is clear and 
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unambiguous. Marriot v. Pacific National Life Assurance Co., 467 
P.2d 1981 (Utah 1970). 
According to the Utah Supreme Court, "a policy is 
ambiguous if it is not 'plain to a person of ordinary intelligence 
and understanding viewing the matter fairly and reasonably, in 
accordance with the usual and natural meaning of words, and in light 
of existing circumstances, including the purpose of the policy.1" 
Nielsen v O'Reilly 848 P.2d 664, (1992 at 666). The Court in that 
case upholding anti-stacking provisions of an insurance policy 
pertaining to uninsured motorist coverage, also stated that "the 
terms of insurance contracts, as well as all contracts, are to be 
interpreted in accordance with their usually accepted meanings and 
should be read as a whole in an attempt to harmonize and give effect 
to all of the contract provisions." Id. at 665. 
Each of the three policies of insurance issued by Farmers 
Insurance Exchange to the Pellums at the time of this accident 
contained the following provision with regard to liability coverage: 
We will pay damages for which any insured 
person is legally liable because of bodily 
injury to any person and property damage 
arising out of the ownership, maintenance, or 
use of a private passenger car, a utility car 
or a utility trailer. 
Under the portion of the policy listing "exclusions" from liability 
coverage, the policy provides that: 
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This coverage does not apply to: 
10. bodily injury or property damage arising 
out of the ownership, maintenance, or use of 
any vehicle other than your insured car, which 
is owned by or furnished or available for 
regular use by you or a family member. 
The policy defines "your insured car" as 
1. The vehicle described in the Declarations of this 
policy or any private passenger car or utility car with 
which you replace it... 
2. Any additional private passenger car or utility car of 
which you acquire ownership during the policy period. 
Provided that: 
a. You notify us within 30 days of its 
acquisition... 
The policy also contains "additional definitions used in this part 
(liability) only." Within this section, of additional definitions 
the following is contained: 
Your insured car as used in this part shall 
also include any other private passenger car, 
utility car or utility trailer not owned by 
furnished or available for the regular use of 
you or Family Member but no vehicle shall be 
considered as your insured car unless there is 
sufficient reason to believe that the uses with 
permission of the owner, and unless it is used 
by you or a Family Member. 
According to the explicit terms of each of the three 
policies of insurance issued by Farmers Insurance Exchange to the 
Pellums at the time of this accident, liability coverage was 
provided for the vehicle named in the declarations of the policy but 
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not for other vehicles "owned by or furnished or available for 
regular use by you or a family member." The policy of insurance 
which named the 1981 Camaro in the declarations of the policy 
provided liability coverage for the 1981 Camaro, but not for the 
other vehicles which the Pellums owned and which were not insured 
under that particular policy, that is, not for the 1978 El Dorado 
and the 1976 El Camino. Similarly, the policy of insurance which 
covered the 1978 El Dorado provided liability coverage for that 
vehicle, but not for other vehicles owned by the Pellums and not 
covered by that policy. The policy covering the 1976 El Camino 
provided liability coverage for that vehicle, but not for the other 
vehicles owned by the Pellums, 1978 El Dorado and the 1981 Camaro, 
which were not insured under that policy of insurance. 
All three policies of insurance issued by Farmers 
Insurance Exchange to the Pellums had liability limits of 
$20,000.00 for injuries to one person and $40,000.00 per 
occurrence. In addition, each of the three policies of insurance 
issued by Farmers Insurance Exchange to the Pellums contained the 
following provision pertaining to "Limits of Liability" : 
1. The bodily injury liability limit for "each 
person" is the maximum for bodily injury 
sustained by one person in any occurrence. Any 
claim for loss of consortium or injury to the 
relationship arising from this injury shall be 
included in this limit.... 
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If the financial responsibility law of the 
place of the accident treats the loss of 
consortium financial responsibility limits will 
be furnished. 
2. Subject to the bodily injury liability 
limit for "each occurrence" is the maximum 
combined amount for bodily injury sustained by 
two or more persons in any occurrence. 
3. The property damage liability limit for 
"each occurrence" is the maximum for all 
damages to all property in any one occurrence. 
4. We will pay no more than the maximum limits 
provided by this policy regardless of the number 
of vehicles insured, insured persons, claims, 
claimants, policies, or vehicles involved in the 
occurrence." 
All three policies of insurance issued by Farmers Insurance 
Exchange to the Pellums also contained the following language 
pertaining to the "Other Insurance." 
If there is other applicable Auto Liability Insurance on 
any other policy that applies to a loss covered by this 
part, we will pay only our share. Our share is the 
proportion that our limits of liability bear to the total 
of all applicable limits. 
We will provide insurance for an insured person, other 
than you or a family member, up to the limits of the 
Financial Responsibility Law only. 
Any insurance we provide for a vehicle you do not own 
shall be excess over any other collective insurance. 
If any applicable insurance other than this policy is 
issued to you by us or any other member company of the 
Farmers Insurance Group of Companies, the total amount 
payable among all such policies shall not exceed the 
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limits provided by the single policy with the highest 
limits of liability. 
The provisions set forth above pertaining to "Limits of Liability" 
and "Other Insurance" clearly establish that the total amount of 
coverage available for the accident of July 13, 1989 is $40,000. 
The language contained in the policies of insurance issued by 
Farmers Insurance Exchange to the Pellums is clear. The exclusion to 
liability coverage quoted above informs the Farmers insureds that 
the policy of insurance issued to them and covering one of their 
vehicles does not insure other vehicles which they own and which are 
not insured vehicles under that particular policy of insurance. The 
policy of insurance issued to the Pellums and covering the 1978 El 
Dorado does not insure the other vehicles owned by the Pellums, the 
1981 Camaro and the 1976 El Camino. Similarly, the policy covering 
the 1976 El Camino does not insure the 1981 Camaro, also owned by 
the Pellums and involved in the accident which is the subject of 
this case. 
The policy provisions pertaining to "Limits of Liability" 
and "Other Insurance" alert the insureds to the fact that .if they 
have more than one policy with Farmers covering the same loss (Here, 
all three policies do not cover the same loss) , "the total amount 
payable among all such policies shall not exceed the limits cited by 
the single policy with highest limits of liability". The meaning of 
these policy provisions is unmistakable. The trial court was 
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correct in concluding that the language contained in the policies of 
insurance issued by Farmers Insurance Exchange to the Pellums is 
clear and unambiguous and that the limit of liability coverage 
available to the Pellums for the accident of July 13, 1989 is 
$40,000.00. 
B. EACH OF THE THREE POLICIES OF INSURANCE 
ISSUED BY FARMERS INSURANCE EXCHANGE TO THE 
PELLUMS COMPLIES WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF 
UTAH'S INSURANCE CODE. 
The requirements of motor vehicle liability coverage are 
set forth in § 31A-22-303 Utah Code Ann. That section provides as 
follows: 
(1) In addition to complying with the requirements 
of Chapter 21 and part II of Chapter 22, a policy of 
motor vehicle liability coverage under subsection 
31A-22-302(1)(a) shall: 
(a) Name the motor vehicle owner or operator in 
whose name the policy was purchased, state that 
named insured's address, the coverage afforded, 
the premium charged, the policy period and the 
limits of liability; 
(b) (i) If it is an owner's policy, designate by 
appropriate reference all the motor vehicles on 
which coverage is granted, insure the person 
named in the policy, insure any other person 
using any named motor vehicle with the express 
or implied permission of the named insured and, 
accept as provided in subsection (7), insure any 
person included in subjection (1) (c) against 
loss from the liability imposed by law for 
damages arising out of the ownership, 
maintenance, or use of these motor vehicles 
within the United States and Canada, subject to 
limits exclusive of interest and costs, for each 
motor vehicle, in amounts not less than the 
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minimum limits specified under Section 31A-22-
3 04; or 
(ii) If it is an operator's policy, insure 
the person named as insured against loss from 
the liability imposed upon him by law for 
damages arising out of the insured's use of any 
motor vehicle not owned by him, within the same 
territorial limit and with the same limits of 
liability as an owner's policy under 
Subsection(1)(b)(i); and 
(c) Except as provided in Subsection (7) insure 
persons related to the named insured by blood, 
marriage, adoption, or guardianship who are 
residents of the named insured's household, 
including those who usually make their home in 
the same household but temporarily live 
elsewhere, to the same extent as the named 
insured... 
The version of § 31A-22-304 Utah Code Ann. in effect at the time of 
this accident provided for minimum limits of motor vehicle 
liability coverage in the amount of $20,000 because of bodily 
injury to or death of one person in any one accident, and, subject 
to this limit for one person, in the amount of $40,000 because of 
bodily injury to or death of two or more persons in any one accident 
(or a single limit of $40,000 in any one accident whether arising 
from bodily injury to or death of others, or from destruction of or 
damage to the property of others.) 
Each of the three policies of insurance issued by Farmers 
Insurance Exchange to the Pellums comply with these statutory 
requirements. Each of the policies of insurance issued by Farmers 
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Insurance Exchange to the Pellums insures a named insured, here 
Barbara Pellum, and her husband and her child against loss from 
liability imposed by law for damages arising out of the ownership, 
maintenance, or use of the motor vehicle listed in each policy and 
other vehicles which they drive but do not own for the minimum 
limits specified under § 31A-22-304 Utah Code Ann. Nothing in 
Section 31A-22-303 requires Farmers Insurance Exchange to insure 
other vehicles owned by the Pellums and not insured under the 
particular policy. 
Moreover, the three policies of insurance issued by 
Farmers Insurance Exchange to the Pellums do not violate provisions 
of § 31A-21-307 Utah Code Ann. This section pertaining to insurance 
contracts in general sets forth requirements regarding "Other 
Insurance" provisions. This section reads as follows: 
(1) When two or more policies promise to indemnify an 
insured against the same loss without intending 
cumulative coverage, no 'other insurance' provisions of 
the policy my reduce the aggregate protection of the 
insured below the lesser of the actual insured loss 
suffered by the insured and the maximum indemnification 
promised by any policy without regard to any 'other 
insurance' provision. (Emphasis added.) 
(2) Subject to Subsection (1) the policies made by their 
terms define the extent to which each insurance is primary 
and each is excess, but if the 'other insurance' terms of 
the policy are inconsistent, there is joint and several 
liability to the insured on any coverage which overlaps 
and which has inconsistent terms. Subsequent settlement 
among the insurers does not alter any rights of the 
insured. The commission may adopt rules consistent with 
this section concerning 'other insurance'.... 
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The section expressly permits the inclusion of the provision 
pertaining to "Other Insurance" included in each of the policies 
issued by Farmers Insurance Exchange to the Pellums and providing 
that when two or more policies are issued by Farmers which insure 
against the same loss, the maximum payable by Farmers is the largest 
single limit contained in any one policy. 
C. THE ANTI-STACKING PROVISIONS OF THE 
FARMERS POLICIES ARE CLEAR AND 
UNAMBIGUOUS AND THE TRIAL COURT WAS 
CORRECT IN ENFORCING THEM. 
Although Utah Appellate Courts have not addressed the 
issue of whether insurance policies may preclude "stacking" of 
liability coverage, the Courts have confronted the issue of whether 
policies may preclude "stacking" of uninsured motorist coverage and 
personal injury protection coverage. Recently, in the case of 
Goetz v. American Reliable Insurance Company 844 P.2d 366 (Utah App. 
1992), the Court of Appeals upheld the anti-stacking provisions of 
an insurance policy which precluded the stacking of personal injury 
protection benefits. A similar decision was reached by the Court of 
Appeals in Crowther v. Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company 762 P.2d 
1119 (Utah App. 1988). 
The issue of whether insurance companies could preclude 
the stacking of uninsured motorist coverage was examined by the 
Supreme Court in Nielsen v. O'Reilly 848 P.2d 664 (Utah 1992). 
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Currently, §31A-22-305 Utah Code Ann. prohibits the stacking of 
uninsured motorist coverage from two or more vehicles. However, 
the Nielsen case addressed insurance policy provisions precluding 
"stacking" of uninsured motorist coverage prior to the enactment of 
this statutory ban on stacking this coverage. In Nielsen, the 
plaintiff asserted that he was entitled to stack uninsured motorist 
coverage because he paid separate premiums on his two automobiles 
and because uninsured motorist coverage, unlike liability coverage, 
is not linked to a particular vehicle, but rather is a floating 
coverage which covers the insured for injuries and damages caused by 
uninsured motorists in all circumstances. 
The Supreme Court rejected the plaintiff's efforts to 
stack uninsured motorist coverage in the face of policy provisions 
explicitly precluding such stacking. The Court examined the 
legislative policy underlying regulation of the insurance industry, 
that is, that "'freedom of contract' be maintained and that written 
contracts be the primary means by which this freedom of contract 
[is] exercised". Id. at 668, citing Allen v. Prudential Property 
and Casualty Insurance Company, 839 P.2d 798 (Utah 1992). The court 
then examined earlier cases decided under title 31, predecessor to 
the current Utah Insurance Code. The Court noted that in Martin v. 
Christensen, 454 P.2d 294 (Utah 1969), the plaintiff sought to 
stack uninsured motorist coverage despite policy language which 
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precluded such stacking. Plaintiff in that case contended that the 
legislature in enacting uninsured motorist coverage intended to 
allow stacking of such coverage. The court in Martin concluded that 
the legislature did not so intend and enforced the contract as 
written. The Nielsen court concluded that "Utah therefore has no 
public policy in favor of stacking policy limits when an insured 
pays multiple premiums to the same insurer." Id. at 609. To ignore 
the clear language of the policy and permit stacking of uninsured 
motorist coverage would violate the expressed legislative policy 
underlying regulation of the insurance industry and the Nielsen 
court refused to do this. 
Unlike the uninsured motorist coverage which the 
plaintiff in Nielsen sought to stack, the liability coverage which 
plaintiffs here seek to stack JLS linked to a particular vehicle, 
that is, the vehicle insured under the particular liability 
insurance policy. This coverage, liability coverage, is not 
portable like uninsured motorist coverage and the arguments advanced 
in support of stacking uninsured motorist coverage have even less 
validity here. 
The exclusion refusing liability coverage for "bodily 
injury or property damage arising out of the ownership, maintenance 
or use of any vehicle other than your insured car, which is owned by 
or furnished or available for regular use by you or a family member" 
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means that an insured can't buy one policy of insurance and have 
three cars and expect that the one policy is going to afford him 
liability coverage for all three of his cars. Similarly, an insured 
can't insure each of her three cars with minimum limits and then 
expect to have $120,000.00 worth of liability coverage by virtue of 
the fact that she has three separate policies insuring three 
different vehicles at minimum limits. 
As stated above, Utah's appellate courts have not 
addressed the precise issue of whether liability insurance can be 
stacked. Other jurisdictions, however, have addressed this issue 
and have rejected similar efforts to stack liability coverage in 
the face of contractual provisions prohibiting such stacking. 
In the case of Agnew v. American Family Mutual Insurance 
Company 441 N.W.2d 222 (Wis. 1989), the Wisconsin Supreme Court 
addressed this issue when presented with facts nearly identical to 
those in the instant case. In that case, the plaintiff was injured 
while riding as a passenger in a Ford pickup truck driven by Scott 
Sailor and owned by Scott's father, Larry Sailor. At the time of 
the accident, Larry Sailor had three automobile insurance policies 
issued by American Family in effect. Each policy covered a 
different motor vehicle which he owned. One of the three policies 
covered the pickup truck involved in the accident. Each of the other 
two policies covered separate vehicles owned by Larry Sailor. His 
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son, Scott Sailor was an insured under the terms of each of the 
policies as a relative who resided in the policyholders household. 
Under the terms of each of the three policies, the insurance 
company agreed to pay damages for which the policyholder and any 
relatives residing within his household were found to be legally 
liable for because of bodily injury and property damage due to the 
use of not only the specified insured vehicle but also other 
vehicles, with the exception of vehicles owned or regularly used by 
the policyholder or a relative residing his household. Each of the 
three policies provided identical liability limits of $25,000 for 
injuries to one person in one accident. In that case, as in the 
instant one, the insurance company tendered to the plaintiff the 
policy limits under the policy covering the pickup truck involved in 
the accident. It was agreed that the plaintiff reserved his right to 
proceed against any additional insurance coverage which was found to 
be owing to Scott Sailor for this accident under the other two 
policies of insurance. 
The policy of insurance issued by American Family to Larry 
Sailor contained provisions very similar to those contained in the 
policy of insurance issued by Farmers Insurance Exchange to the 
Pellums. It contained an exclusion to liability coverage almost 
identical to that contained in the Farmers policy excluding 
liability coverage for "bodily injury or property damage arising out 
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of the use of any vehicle, other than your insured car, which is 
owned by or furnished or available for regular use by you or any 
resident of your household". In addition, the American Family 
Policy contained an "Other Insurance" provision providing that "the 
total limit of our liability to you under all the policies issued by 
us shall not exceed the highest limit of liability under any one 
policy...." 
The court stated "each policy insures against a different loss 
and only one policy insures the insured against the loss incurred." 
Only the policy covering the pickup truck involved in the accident 
covered liability incurred by reason of operation of that pickup 
truck. The court went on to state that: 
The purpose of the drive-other-car provision is to enable 
the insurer to insure the policyholder (and the relative 
residing in his or her household) against liability 
incurred by the occasional or incidental use of cars not 
specified in the policy and to exclude liability by reason 
of the potential or actual habitual use of other vehicles 
owned by the policyholder which would increase the risk of 
the insurer without a corresponding increase in the 
premium.... 
The purpose of the drive-other-car provision is to 
prevent a policy holder from insuring all the cars in one 
household by taking out just one policy and paying only 
one premium. Agnew 441 N.W.2d (Wis. 1990) at page 226. 
The Wisconsin Court noted that Larry Sailor purchased $25,000 in 
liability coverage for the pickup truck which was involved in this 
accident. The court also noted that he could have purchased more 
liability coverage for the Ford pickup. He chose not to. "If 
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stacking is permitted in this case, Larry Sailor would obtain 
increased unpurchased liability coverage for himself and the rest of 
the relatives residing in his household for operation of that Ford 
pickup." Id. at page 227. 
The logic of the reasoning set forth by the Wisconsin Supreme 
Court, and its applicability to the case before this court, is 
inescapable. The Pellums purchased $40,000 worth of liability 
coverage on the 1981 Camaro involved in this accident. If they had 
wanted to purchase more liability coverage on that vehicle, they 
could have elected to do so. They did not do so, yet the plaintiffs 
here seek to have this court order Farmers Insurance Exchange to 
afford insurance coverage which the Pellums did not purchase. 
The Wisconsin Supreme Court is not alone in its reasoning. In 
fact, the appellate courts of Michigan, authors of two of the 
decisions cited in plaintiffs brief, agree that in fact situations 
similar to those in the case before this court when an insured is 
involved in an accident while driving one of his own vehicles, but 
also owns other vehicles which are insured under separate policies 
of insurance, the exclusionary clause in the policies of insurance 
precludes the "stacking" of coverage. 
In the case of Miller v. Detroit Automobile Interinsurance 
Exchange 341 N.W.2d 155 (Mich.App. 1983), the Michigan court 
addressed insurance coverage for an accident involving one of three 
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vehicles owned by an insured. This vehicle, driven by the 
insured's son, was insured under a policy with limits of $20,000 
for injuries to one person and $40,000 per accident. At the time 
of the accident, the owner of the vehicle, had insurance coverage 
with the defendant insurer on two or three other vehicles owned by 
him and insured under separate policies with identical terms to that 
which covered the vehicle involved in the accident. The court 
determined that the "clear language of the policies insuring the 
other automobiles owned by William Golemba, Jr. does not provide 
coverage for the accident involving the Ford Mustang." Miller 341 
N.W.2d at 156. 
The Michigan court found that the case of State Farm v. Ruuska 
314 N.W.2d 184 (1982), cited by the plaintiffs in this case in their 
brief, was inapplicable to the facts of Miller case. Under the 
facts of the Miller case, the court stated that "an insured would 
not reasonably expect coverage from policies issued on vehicles not 
involved in the accident." Id. at page 157. The court noted that 
while it may be reasonable for a policyholder such as the one in 
Ruuska to expect "portable" coverage under her own policy while 
driving a vehicle owned by her father, "it would not be reasonable 
for a policyholder or an additional insured to expect coverage with 
respect to the liability of a non-policyholder from a policy 
covering a vehicle not involved in the accident." Id. at page 157. 
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In the case of Encrlund v. State Farm, 475 N.W.2d. 369 
(Mich.App. 1991), a motorcycle passenger injured in a collision 
with an automobile filed a declaratory judgment action seeking a 
determination as to the insurers' liability under five separate 
policies covering the motorcycle, the automobile involved in the 
collision and additional automobiles owned by the motorcycle owner 
and the automobile owner. The court agreed that "stacking" 
coverage under policies for vehicles not involved in the accident 
was not permitted. The court found that the policy language in all 
the policies precluded recovery under the policies issued on the 
three automobiles owned by the insureds but not involved in the 
accident. 
In the case of Williams v. Louisiana Farm Bureau Mutual 
Insurance Co. , 445 So.2d. 211 (La.App. 3 Cir.1984), The Court of 
Appeals of Louisiana held that three policies of insurance covering 
uninvolved automobiles did not provided excess coverage for loss 
sustained by a party injured in a collision with a pickup truck 
covered under a separate policy. A similar decision was reached by 
the Supreme Court of Nevada in Wood v. State Farm Mutual Insurance 
Company, 766 P.2d 269 (Nev. 1988) . See also Bishop v. Washington, 
480 A.2d. 1088 (Pa.Super. 1984). 
Most of the cases relied on by plaintiffs in this case address 
the issue of whether coverage under separate policies of insurance 
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issued for each of the vehicles owned by an insured may be stacked 
to provide coverage for an accident in which the insured was driving 
a non-owned automobile. The case of Carlino v. Lumberman's Mutual 
Casualty Company 546 N.E.2d. 909 (N.Y. 1989) examines the issue of 
stacking coverage for a non-owned automobile within the context of a 
specific New York insurance regulation. Insurance Code § 31A-21-
307, Utah Code Ann., expressly permits the provisions barred by New 
York's statutory scheme. Most importantly, the Carlino case deals 
with stacking of liability coverage for a non-owned automobile, a 
more portable type of coverage when compared to the coverage for an 
insured while driving one of his own vehicles. Liability coverage 
for non-owned vehicles owned by an insured is not linked to a 
particular vehicle and therefore differs from the issue pending 
before this court. Moreover, other courts which have addressed the 
issue of stacking liability coverage for an accident in which the 
insured is driving a non-owned automobile have taken a contrary 
position to that taken by the New York court in Carlino. 
In American Standard Insurance Company of Wisconsin v. 
Ekeroth, 791 P.2d 1220 (Colo.App. 1990), the court found that the 
provision contained in each policy providing that "the total limit 
of our liability under all policy issued to you by us shall not 
exceed the highest limit of liability under any one policy" 
precluded the "stacking" of coverage under three separate policies 
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for an accident in which the insured was driving a non-owned 
vehicle. A similar decision upholding the anti-stacking provision 
of multiple insurance policies was reached in Rondo v. California 
State Auto Association, 684 P.2d 501 (Nev. 1984) . 
The language contained in the policies of insurance 
issued by Farmers Insurance Exchange to the Pellums is clear. Each 
of the policies issued to the Pellums affords coverage for the 
vehicle named in that policy and not for other vehicles owned by the 
Pellums and not insured under that particular policy. Moreover, the 
policy provisions pertaining to "Other Insurance" and "Limits of 
Liability" make it clear that if the Pellums had other insurance 
policies issued by Farmers which did cover the same loss, the total 
amount payable by Farmers would not exceed the limits provided by 
the single policy with the highest limits of liability. These 
provisions clearly place the insureds on notice that coverage under 
several policies will not be "stacked". 
II. THE LIMIT OF LIABILITY COVERAGE OWED BY 
FARMERS INSURANCE EXCHANGE TO THE PELLUMS 
FOR THE JULY 13, 1989 ACCIDENT IS $40,000 
WHETHER OR NOT THE PELLUMS ARE JOINTLY AND 
SEVERALLY LIABLE. 
A. PLAINTIFFS' CLAIM THAT BECAUSE THE 
DEFENDANTS ARE JOINTLY AND SEVERALLY LIABLE, 
EACH DEFENDANT IS ENTITLED TO THE COVERAGE OF 
ONE OF THE THREE POLICIES WAS NOT RAISED BEFORE 
THE TRIAL COURT AND THEREFORE SHOULD NOT BE 
ADDRESSED ON APPEAL. 
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Plaintiffs, in their brief, propose an alternative basis 
for their argument that Farmers Insurance Exchange owes coverage to 
the Pellums under all three policies of insurance issued by Farmers 
Insurance Exchange to the Pellums at the time of this accident. 
Plaintiffs claim that because Barbara Pellum and Paul Pellum, 
parents of Barbara J. Pellum, are by statute jointly and severally 
liable along with their daughter, Barbara J. Pellum, for injuries 
resulting from Barbara J. Pellum's negligence that each defendant 
is, therefore, entitled to the coverage of one of the three 
policies. This claim was not raised by plaintiffs before the trial 
court and therefore should not be considered by this court on 
appeal. Espinal v. Salt Lake City Board of Education, 797 P.2d 412 
(Utah 1990); Worst v. Department of Employment Security, 818 P.2d 36 
(Utah App. 1991); Olson v. Park-Craig-Olson, Inc., 815 P.2d 1356 
(Utah App. 1991); Shever Development v. Frontier Investments, 799 
P.2d 221 (Utah App. 1990). 
B. WHETHER OR NOT THE PELLUMS ARE JOINTLY AND 
SEVERALLY LIABLE, THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE 
ISSUED BY FARMERS INSURANCE EXCHANGE TO THE 
PELLUMS PROVIDE THAT THE LIMIT OF LIABILITY 
COVERAGE OWED BY FARMERS TO THE PELLUMS FOR THIS 
ACCIDENT IS $40,000. 
Whether or not the Pellums are jointly and severally 
liable for injuries caused by Barbara J. Pellum's negligence does 
not change the fact that the policies of insurance issued by Farmer 
Insurance Exchange to the Pellums limit liability coverage to the 
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Pellums for this accident to $40,000. Contrary to the assertion of 
plaintiffs in their brief that liability coverage is not restricted 
to any particular vehicle, the liability coverage afforded to the 
Pellums under each of the three policies issued to them by Farmers 
Insurance Exchange is, in fact, linked to the particular vehicle 
which each policy of insurance insures. 
As set our more fully in Point I of this brief, each of 
the three policies of insurance issued by Farmers Insurance 
Exchange excludes liability coverage for "bodily injury or property 
damage arising out of the ownership, maintenance or use of any 
vehicle other than your insured car, which is owned by or furnished 
or available for regular use by you or a family member" . In other 
words, each policy of insurance issued by Farmers Insurance Exchange 
to the Pellums affords the Pellums coverage for bodily injury 
arising out of the use of the vehicle named in that policy and other 
vehicles which they drive but not for other vehicles owned by the 
Pellums but not insured under the particular policy of insurance. 
In addition, each of the three policies of insurance 
issued by Farmers Insurance Exchange to the Pellums contain the 
provisions described more fully in Point I of this brief pertaining 
to "Limits of Liability" and the provisions pertaining to "Other 
Insurance". Both of those provisions clearly and unambiguously 
alert the insured to the fact that if they have more than one policy 
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with Farmers covering the particular loss, "the total amount payable 
among all such policies shall not exceed the limits provided by the 
single policy with the highest limits of liability". Whether or not 
the Pellums are jointly and severally liable does not alter the 
fact that the insurance contracts issued to them provide that the 
limit of liability coverage available to them for the accident of 
July 13, 1989 is $40,000. 
III. THE EARLY RULINGS OF THE TRIAL COURT WERE 
CORRECT, NOT AN ABUSE OF DISCRETION AND 
DID NOT PREJUDICE THE PLAINTIFFS. 
A. THE DENIAL OF THE MOTION TO COMPEL WAS CORRECT 
AND PLAINTIFFS HAVE WAIVED THEIR RIGHT TO CHALLENGE 
THIS RULING. 
Plaintiffs' Request for Production of Documents (Addendum 
to this Brief) sought the following documents: 
1. The original policies with each 
declaration's page attached; 
2. All underwriting manuals for use by 
Farmers' agents, other personnel and management 
during the period of time of issuance of the three 
insurance policies; 
3. All home office and agents' files 
which reflect the issuance of the said three 
policies of liability insurance; 
4. The claim file relating to this 
declaratory judgment proceeding and the accident 
of July 13, 1989. 
Defendants produced the documents requested in Request for 
Production of Documents #1 by producing certified copies of those 
policies since the original policies were no longer available. 
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Plaintiffs apparently take issue with the trial court's denial of 
their motion to compel the three additional Requests for Production 
of Documents. 
The plaintiffs have waived any claim that the trial 
court's ruling with regard in discovery to this matter was 
incorrect inasmuch as, following the denial of their motion to 
compel production of documents, they proceeded with filing their 
Motion for Summary Judgment. In bringing their Motion for Summary 
Judgment, the plaintiffs have represented to the court that there 
is "no genuine issue as to any material fact" and that they are 
therefore, "entitled to judgment as a matter of law". (Rule 56, Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure). This assertion is a concession that the 
information which plaintiffs sought in their request for production 
of documents was not "material" to the dispute in this case. In 
addition, plaintiffs in responding to defendants motion for summary 
judgment never complained that they could not respond to defendants 
motion for summary judgment without completing additional discovery. 
The denial of plaintiff's Motion to Compel did not prejudice them 
and they have waived any claim that the court's rulings with regard 
to discovery were incorrect. 
Even if the plaintiffs have not waived their claim to 
challenge the trial court's ruling on discovery, the court's ruling 
was correct. In support of their contention that the policies of 
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insurance issued by Farmers Insurance Exchange to the Pellums 
should be stacked, the plaintiffs sought production of the 
underwriting manual in use during the period of time of issuance of 
the policies. In their Memorandum in Support of Motion to Compel 
(R. 95) , plaintiffs stated that the manuals which they sought were 
those used by "Farmers Insurance and its agents which relate to 
company policy and directions and instructions to personnel in 
connection with the issuance of policies and the explanation to 
personnel of policy terms and conditions and premiums". 
As stated earlier in this brief, insurance coverage is 
based on contract. Unless there is some good reason to the 
contrary, courts are obliged to assume that language included 
therein was put there for a purpose and to give it effect where its 
meaning is clear and unambiguous. Marriot v. Pacific National Life 
Assurance Company, 467 p.2d 981 (Utah 1970). Determination of the 
limits of liability coverage for which the Pellums have contracted 
should be made by examining the language contained in the policies 
issued to them. If the manuals which plaintiffs sought and claim 
were related to "company policy and directions to personnel in 
connection with the issuance of policies" contained information 
different from that expressed in the policy itself, such manuals 
would be irrelevant. The intent which is to be given effect in 
construing contracts of insurance is not the secret, unexpressed 
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intention of one or all of the parties but the intention which finds 
expression in the language used. 1 Couch on Insurance 2d, § 15:11. 
In Support of their Motion to Compel, plaintiffs stated 
that they expected "that it (the manuals?) may contain statements 
relating to the issuance of multiple policies and/or multiple 
vehicle ownership". (R.95,96) If the manuals sought by the 
plaintiffs did, in fact, contain information relating to the 
issuance of multiple policies and/or multiple vehicle ownership 
which differed from the language of the policies, such information 
would be of no relevance since the court must look to the language 
of the policy itself to determining the coverage contracted for. As 
stated in 1 Couch on Insurance 2d, §: 15:10, "The Court is not 
permitted, under the guise of interpretation, to write a new 
contract for the parties or to do violence to the plain meaning of 
the language used. If the language used by the parties in writing 
the contract is plain and susceptible of but one meaning, and the 
transaction is free from fraud or mistake, that language will 
control, unless unreasonable or absurd consequences will result from 
giving effect to it." 
What should control in this case, therefore, is the 
language of the policy. Information contained in any manuals or 
files which differed from the clear language of the policy was of no 
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relevance and the trial court correctly denied the motion to compel 
production of this information. 
The other information sought by plaintiffs, the claim file 
relating to this declaratory judgment proceeding and the accident of 
July 13, 1989 was also irrelevant to the dispute before the court 
and in addition these materials were protected by the 
attorney/client privilege and the "work product doctrine" of Rule 
26(b) (3), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Materials to be protected 
under this doctrine are required to be (1) documents or tangible 
things; (2) material must be prepared in anticipation of litigation 
or for trial; (3) and the material must be prepared by or for 
another party or by or for that party's representative. In order to 
meet the requirement that the materials were "prepared in 
anticipation of litigation or for trial", the document must either 
be created for use in pending or impending litigation or intended to 
generate ideas for use in such litigation. Gold Standard Inc. v. 
American Barrick Resources Corporation 801 P.2d 909 (Utah 1990). 
The file relating to the declaratory judgment proceeding was 
generated at such time as plaintiffs filed their claim and 
thereafter and therefore not subject to disclosure. 
Although materials which can be classified as "work 
product" can be disclosed if the party seeking the disclosure meets 
its burden of proving "substantial need" for the materials and 
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"substantial hardship" in procuring the information, plaintiffs in 
this case did not meet that burden and the court was correct in 
concluding that there was no substantial need for the information. 
Plaintiffs stated in their Memorandum in Support of Motion to Compel 
that "Somewhere in the Farmers Insurance organization there are 
people responsible for the drafting of insurance contracts. More 
specifically, there is someone knowledgeable about the terms of the 
policy that Farmers Insurance relies on in defense of this claim, 
namely the 'two or more automobiles' clause." (R. 96, and 97). It 
is doubtful that these files sought by the plaintiff contain 
information pertaining to "the drafting of insurance contracts", 
however, even if the files sought by the plaintiffs contained the 
names of people "responsible for the drafting of insurance 
contracts," the understanding of these people, if different from 
that set forth in the clear language of the policy provisions would 
have no relevance. The trial court was correct in concluding that 
the information sought by the plaintiffs was of no relevance in 
determining the issue of coverage under the three policies. 
B. THE TRIAL COURTS DID NOT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION 
AND WAS CORRECT IN DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
DISQUALIFY COUNSEL FOR FARMERS INSURANCE 
EXCHANGE FROM REPRESENTING THE THREE INDIVIDUAL 
INSUREDS AND DISMISSING THE INDIVIDUAL INSUREDS 
FROM THIS DECLARATORY ACTION. 
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The plaintiffs have sought no relief in this declaratory 
relief action against defendants Barbara Pellum, Paul Pellum and 
Barbara J. Pellum. In fact, prior to the initiation of this action, 
they accepted the $40,000.00 policy limits paid by Farmers Insurance 
Exchange in exchange for a full release of Barbara Pellum, Paul 
Pellum and Barbara J. Pellum and agreed to pursue their claims for 
additional damages sustained in the accident of July 13, 1989, only 
if and to the extent that the court determined that Farmers 
Insurance Exchange owed coverage for this accident. (A copy of the 
Settlement Agreement is contained in the Addendum to this brief.) 
Since the plaintiffs agreed not to seek any judgment against the 
Pellums in excess of the limits of insurance coverage which the 
court determined that Farmers Insurance Exchange owed for this 
accident, the plaintiffs have no remaining claims against the 
Pellums. Of significance is the fact that plaintiff's complaint in 
this action for declaratory judgment sought no relief from the 
Pellums. Their complaint requested the following: 
Plaintiffs demand that: 
1. The court enter a declaratory judgment 
that the three liability insurance policies 
issued by defendant, Farmers Insurance 
Exchange, on and covering the 1978 El Dorado 
automobile, 1978 El Camino automobile and the 
1981 Camaro automobile cover the injury and 
damage to the plaintiffs Hill to the full 
extent of the total limits of the combined 
policies. 
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2. The court grants such other and further 
relief as may be proper. (R. 4 and 5). 
Plaintiffs have never stated any basis for their 
allegations that counsel for defendants has a conflict of interest 
in representing Farmers Insurance Exchange and the Pellums and, 
indeed, none exists. The plaintiffs have no claims against the 
Pellums. If the court had determined that additional insurance 
coverage was owed by Farmers Insurance Exchange for this accident, 
plaintiffs only had a claim against Farmers Insurance Exchange. 
Since the plaintiffs have no claims against the Pellums and the 
Pellums have no interest in this lawsuit, there is no conflict of 
interest. 
Although the plaintiffs concede that the Pellums suffer no 
financial detriment in this action, they state that "for all that we 
know, defendants may desire to stay in this case to insist that the 
court provide multiple coverage ... " The plaintiffs never deposed 
the Pellums to determine their "desires", most likely this is 
because the Pellums' support of the plaintiff's position in that 
action is of no greater relevance to this dispute than the fact that 
the Pellums believed that Farmers Insurance Exchange had already 
paid enough money to the plaintiffs. 
Paul H. Pellum did file an affidavit indicating that he 
was aware that Farmers had paid a total of $40,000.00 to the 
plaintiffs and that the plaintiffs had agreed that their claims for 
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damages against the Pellums would be limited to the insurance 
coverage ultimately found to be available to the Pellums by the 
court. Mr. Pellum's affidavit indicated that he was aware of the 
basis for the claims of liability against both him and his wife and 
that he understood that the same attorney had been retained by 
Farmers Insurance Exchange to represent his family's interest and 
those of Farmers Insurance Exchange in the lawsuits filed by the 
plaintiffs and that this was agreeable to him. (R. 80-84, also 
included in the addendum to this brief) . 
The court did not abuse its discretion with regard to 
denial of plaintiff's motion to disqualify counsel for defendants 
from representing both Farmers Insurance Exchange and the Pellums. 
Marsulies by and through Marsulies v. Upchurch 696 P.2d 1195 (Utah 
1985) . In fact, in light of the fact that the plaintiffs have no 
claims against the Pellums, the court was correct in determining 
that there was no conflict of interest and that the Pellums should 
be dismissed from this declaratory relief action. In order to 
determine the extent of liability coverage owed by Farmers Insurance 
Exchange to the Pellums, the court's inquiry was properly directed 
to the language of the policies themselves. 
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CONCLUSION 
The policies of insurance issued by Farmers Insurance 
Exchange to the Pellums limit the coverage available to the Pellums 
for this accident to $40,000. The trial court was correct in giving 
effect to the clear and unambiguous language of the policies. 
DATED this X C day of J\ l O i V ^ f ^A , 1994. 
HANSON, NELSON, CHIPMAN & QUIGLEY 
ANDREA C. ALCABES 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the day of January, 19 94, two 
(2) true and correct copies of the foregoing document was mailed, 
postage prepaid, to: 
Edward M. Garrett, Esq. 
GARRETT AND GARRETT 
2091 E. 1300 S. #201 
Salt Lake City, UT 84108 
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ADDENDUM 
INSURANCE CONTRACTS IN GENERAL 31A-21-307 
(d) Whenever a financed insurance policy is cancelled, the insurer shall 
return any unearned premiums due under the insurance policy to the 
insurance premium finance company for the account of the insured, and 
this action by the insurer satisfies the insurer's obligations under the 
insurance policy which relate to the return of unearned premiums. If the 
crediting of return premiums to the account of the insured results in a 
surplus over the amount due from the insured, the premium finance com-
pany shall refund that excess to the insured if it exceeds $5. 
(3) No filing of the premium finance agreement or recording of a premium 
finance transaction is necessary to perfect the validity of the agreement as a 
secured transaction as against creditors, subsequent purchasers, pledgees, 
encumbrancers, successors, or assigns. 
History: C. 1953, 31A-21-305, enacted by 
L. 1985, ch. 242, § 26. 
31A-21-306, Policies or surety bonds jointly issued. 
Two or more insurers may together issue a policy or surety bond. Their 
liability shall be joint and several with respect to the policy or bond. The 
policy or bond shall state the proportion or amount of premium to be paid to 
each insurer and, as between the issuing insurers, the type and the proportion 
or amount of liability each insurer assumes. Service of process on any of the 
insurers is service on all of them. 
History: C. 1953, 31A-21-306, enacted by 
L. 1985, ch. 242, § 26; 1986, ch. 204, § 146. 
31A-21-307. Other insurance. 
(1) When two or more policies promise to indemnify an insured against the 
same loss without intending cumulative coverage, no "other insurance" provi-
sions of the policies may reduce the aggregate protection of the insured below 
the lesser of the actual insured loss suffered by the insured and the maximum 
indemnification promised by any policy without regard to any "other insur-
ance" provision. 
(2) Subject to Subsection (1), the policies may by their terms define the 
extent to which each insurance is primary and each is excess, but if the "other 
insurance" terms of the policies are inconsistent, there is joint and several 
liability to the insured on any coverage which overlaps and which has incon-
sistent terms. Subsequent settlement among the insurers does not alter any 
rights of the insured. The commissioner may adopt rules consistent with this 
section concerning "other insurance." 
(3) This section does not apply to disability insurance policies. Refer to 
Section 31A-22-619 for the coordination of disability benefits. 
History: C. 1953, 31A-21-307, enacted by ment, effective April 24,1989, deleted "and the 
L. 1985, ch. 242, § 26; 1986, ch. 204, § 147; coordination of benefits under insurance poli-
1989, ch. 68, § 2. cies" at the end of Subsection (2) and added 
Amendment Notes. — The 1989 amend- Subsection (3). 
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31A-22-303. Motor vehicle liability coverage. 
(1) In addition to complying with the requirements of Chapter 21 and Part 
II of Chapter 22, a policy of motor vehicle liability coverage under Subsection 
31A-22-302(l)(a) shall: 
(a) name the motor vehicle owner or operator in whose name the policy 
was purchased, state that named insured's address, the coverage afforded, 
the premium charged, the policy period, and the limits of liability; 
(b) (i) if it is an owner's policy, designate by appropriate reference all 
the motor vehicles on which coverage is granted, insure the person 
named in the policy, insure any other person using any named motor 
vehicle with the express or implied permission of the named insured, 
and, except as provided in Subsection (7), insure any person included 
in Subsection (l)(c) against loss from the liability imposed by law for 
damages arising out of the ownership, maintenance, or use of these 
motor vehicles within the United States and Canada, subject to limits 
exclusive of interest and costs, for each motor vehicle, in amounts not 
less than the minimum limits specified under Section 31A-22-304; or 
(ii) if it is an operator's policy, insure the person named as insured 
against loss from the liability imposed upon him by law for damages 
arising out of the insured's use of any motor vehicle not owned by 
him, within the same territorial limits and with the same limits of 
liability as in an owner's policy under Subsection (l)(b)(i); and 
(c) except as provided in Subsection (7), insure persons related to the 
named insured by blood, marriage, adoption, or guardianship who are 
residents of the named insured's household, including those who usually 
make their home in the same household but temporarily live elsewhere, 
to the same extent as the named insured. 
(2) A policy containing motor vehicle liability coverage under Subsection 
31A-22-302(l)(a) may: 
(a) provide for the prorating of the insurance under that policy with 
other valid and collectible insurance; 
(b) grant any lawful coverage in addition to the required motor vehicle 
liability coverage; 
(c) if the policy is issued to a person other than a motor vehicle busi-
ness, limit the coverage afforded to a motor vehicle business or its officers, 
agents, or employees to the minimum limits under Section 31A-22-304, 
and to those instances when there is no other valid and collectible insur-
ance with at least those limits, whether the other insurance is primary, 
excess, or contingent; and 
(d) if issued to a motor vehicle business, restrict coverage afforded to 
anyone other than the motor vehicle business or its officers, agents, or 
employees to the minimum limits under Section 31A-22-304, and to those 
instances when there is no other valid and collectible insurance with at 
least those limits, whether the other insurance is primary, excess, or 
contingent. 
(3) Motor vehicle liability coverage need not insure any liability: 
(a) under any workers' compensation law under Title 35 
(b) resulting from bodily injury to or death of an employee oi che named 
insured, other than a domestic employee, while engaged in the employ-
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ment of the insured, or while engaged in the operation, maintenance, or 
repair of a designated vehicle; or 
(c) resulting from damage to property owned by, rented to, bailed to, or 
transported by the insured. 
(4) An insurance carrier providing motor vehicle liability coverage has the 
right to settle any claim covered by the policy, and if the settlement is made in 
good faith, the amount of the settlement is deductible from the limits of liabil-
ity specified under Section 31A-22-304. 
(5) A policy containing motor vehicle liability coverage imposes on the in-
surer the duty to defend, in good faith, any person insured under the policy 
against any claim or suit seeking damages which would be payable under the 
policy. 
(6) (a) If a policy containing motor vehicle liability coverage provides an 
insurer with the defense of lack of cooperation on the part of the insured, 
that defense is not effective against a third person making a claim 
against the insurer, unless there was collusion between the third person 
and the insured. 
(b) If the defense of lack of cooperation is not effective against the 
claimant, after payment, the insurer is subrogated to the injured person's 
claim against the insured to the extent of the payment and is entitled to 
reimbursement by the insured after the injured third person has been 
made whole with respect to the claim against the insured. 
(7) A policy of motor vehicle liability coverage under Subsection 
31A-22-302Q) may specifically exclude from coverage a person who is a resi-
dent of the named insured's household, including a person who usually makes 
his home in the same household but temporarily lives elsewhere, if each 
person excluded from coverage satisfies the owner's or operator's security 
requirement of Section 41-12a-301, independently of the named insured's 
proof of owner's or operator's security. 
History: C. 1953, 31A-22-303, enacted by ment, effective April 25, 1988, added Subsec-
L. 1985, ch. 242, § 27; 1986, ch. 204, § 156; tion (7), inserted "except as provided in Subsec-
1988, ch. 215, § 1. tion (7)," in Subsections (b)(i) and (c); and made 
Amendment Notes. — The 1988 amend- minor stylistic changes. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
cut off his insurance company's subrogation 
rights, and by so doing was not entitled to fur-
ther benefits from his insurance company un-
der the no-fault coverage. Jones v. 
Transamerica Ins. Co., 592 P.2d 609 (Utah 
1979) (decided under prior law). 
Cited in Barber v. Farmers Ins. Exch., 751 
P.2d 248 (Utah Ct. App. 1988); Wagner v. 






Injured party who entered into a settlement 
agreement with his tort-feasor, whereby he re-
leased the tort-feasor from any and all known 
and unknown personal injury as well as prop-
erty damage arising from the auto accident, 
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COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
A.L.R. — Liability insurance: when is vehi- Validity and construction of automobile in-
cle in "dead storage," 48 A.L.R.4th 591. surance provision or statute automatically ter-
Automobile liability insurance policy flight minating coverage when insured obtains an-
from police exclusion: validity and effect, 49 other policy providing similar coverage, 61 
A.L.R.4th 325. A.L.R.4th 1130. 
What constitutes use of vehicle "in the auto- ^ a t constitutes "motor vehicle" for pur-
mobile business" within exclusionary clause of
 o f n o . f a u i t insurance, 73 A.L.R.4th 1053. 
liability policy, 56 A.L.R.4th 300. 
31A-22-304. Motor vehicle liability policy minimum limits. 
Policies containing motor vehicle liability coverage may not limit the in-
surer's liability under that coverage below either of the following: 
(1) twenty thousand dollars because of bodily injury to or death of one 
person, in any one accident, and, subject to this limit for one person, in 
the amount of $40,000 because of bodily injury to or death of two or more 
persons in any one accident, and in the amount of $10,000 because of 
injury to or destruction of property of others in any one accident; or 
(2) forty thousand dollars in any one accident whether arising from 
bodily injury to or death of others, or from destruction of or damage to the 
property of others. 
History: C. 1953, 31A-22-304, enacted by 
L. 1985, ch. 242, § 27. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
ANALYSIS that self-insurers must provide security for 
T . , . , . . r . damages inflicted by themselves, and by per-
Liability of county. . . ° - , r . . . ' . J r 
Liability of self-insurers. n u 8 S l v e u s e r s o f t h e i r v e h l c l es . There is no ex-
Qited pressed public policy that would require find-
T , , . . , , ing liability based upon mere ownership of a 
T ^ o f r c o u n f t y - l f . , vehicle. Lane v. Honeywell, Inc., 663 F. Supp. 
Liability of county, as self-insurer of own ve-
 D v ^ d / ^ d f ^ 
hides operated by permissive users, under for- ^ " v I^.MU^UCU u i m c i i U i m c i 
mer law. See Foster v. Salt Lake County, 712 31)-
P.2d 224 (Utah 1985).
 C i t e d i n W a g n e r v> Farmers Ins. Exch., 786 
Liability of self-insurers. p.2d 763 (Utah Ct. App. 1990). 
Public policy as expressed in Utah law is 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
A.L.R. — Consortium claim of spouse, par- What constitutes single accident or occur-
ent or child of accident victim as within ex- rence within liability policy limiting insurer's 
tended "per accident" rather than "per person" liability to a specified amount per accident or 
coverage of automobile liability policy, 46 occurrence, 64 A.L.R.4th 668. 
A.L.R.4th 735. 
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cial license may not be canceled unless it expires be-
fore the new license certificate is issued. 
»5> (ai When an application is received from a per-
son previously licensed in another state, the divi-
sion shaJJ request a copy of the operator's record 
from the other state. 
(b) When received, the operator's record be-
comes part of the operator's record in this state 
with the same effect as though entered originally 
on the operator's record in this state. 
(6) Application for reinstatement of a license after 
the suspension, disqualification, or revocation of a 
previous license shall be accompanied by an addi-
tional fee under Section 41-2-103. In addition to this 
fee, application for reinstatement of a license after 
suspension, disqualification, or revocation for an alco-
hol-related offense shall be accompanied by an addi-
tional fee of $25. 1989 
41-2-113. Restrictions. 
(1) When issuing a license, the division may upon 
good cause impose restrictions suitable to the li-
censee's driving ability with respect to the type of 
motor vehicle or special mechanical control devices 
required on a motor vehicle which the licensee may 
operate. The division may impose other restrictions 
on the licensee as it determines appropriate to assure 
the safe operation of a motor vehicle by the licensee. 
(2) The division may either grant a special re-
stricted license or may set forth restrictions upon the 
regular license certificate. 
(3) The division may suspend or revoke any license 
issued under this chapter upon receiving satisfactory 
evidence of any violation of the restrictions imposed 
on the license. Each licensee is entitled to a hearing 
for a suspension or revocation under this chapter. 
(4) It is a class B misdemeanor for a person to oper-
ate a motor vehicle in violation of the restrictions 
imposed on his license, understhis section. 1987 
41-2-114. Only provisional l icense for persons 
under 21 — Separate point system — 
Denial and suspension procedures. 
(1) The division may issue only a provisional li-
cense to a person younger than 21 years of age. The 
division shall make rules for the establishment and 
administration of a separate point system for persons 
issued provisional licenses to facilitate counseling, 
penalization, or both earlier than for persons 21 years 
of age or older. This section is in addition to the provi-
sions of Section 41-2-111. 
(2) Under the rules made under Subsection (1) the 
division shall establish point thresholds at which the 
following actions are taken: 
(a) a warning letter; 
(b) a request to appear for a hearing; 
(c) a denial of the driving privilege for first or 
second actions where the point total established 
under Section 41-2-128 does not exceed the point 
threshold under which a person 21 years or older 
may be suspended; or 
(d) a suspension of the driving privilege. 
(3) A provision shall be made for the extension of 
the denial or suspension period for further violations 
within the three-year period. 
(4) Failure to appear for a hearing under this sec-
tion is cause for denial or suspension of the driving 
privilege. 1989 
41-2-115. Application of minors — Liability of 
person signing application — Cancel-
lation of co-signing adult's liability. 
(1) The application of any person younger than 18 
years of age for a learner permit or provisional li-
cense shall be signed and verified before a person 
authorized to administer oaths by the parent or 
guardian of the applicant. If no person has custody, 
then a responsible adult, who is willing to assume the 
obligation imposed under this chapter upon a person 
signing the application of a minor, may sign the ap-
plication. 
(2) Any negligence or willful misconduct of a minor 
younger than 18 years of age when operating a motor 
vehicle upon a highway is imputed to the person who 
has signed the application of the minor for a permit 
or license. This person is jointly and severally liable 
with the minor for any damages caused by the negli-
gence or willful misconduct, except as provided under 
Subsection (3). This liability provision is an exception 
to any conflicting liability provisions in the code. 
(3) If a minor deposits, or there is deposited on his 
behalf, proof of financial responsibility in respect to 
the operation of a motor vehicle he owns, or with 
respect to the operation of any motor vehicle if he 
does not own one, in form and in amounts as required 
under Chapter 12a, Title 41, Financial Responsibility 
of Motor Vehicle Owners and Operators Act, the divi-
sion may accept the application of the minor when 
signed by a parent or guardian of the minor. While 
the proof is maintained, that person is not subject to 
the liability imposed under Subsection (2). 
(4) A person who has signed the application of a 
minor for a license may file with the division a veri-
fied written request that the license of the minor be 
cancelled. The division shall then cancel the license 
of the minor, and the person who signed the applica-
tion of the minor is relieved from the liability im-
posed under this chapter regarding any subsequent 
negligence or willful misconduct of the minor in oper-
ating a motor vehicle. 
(5) The division upon receipt of satisfactory evi-
dence of the death of the person who signed the appli-
cation of a minor for a license shall cancel the license 
and may not issue a new license until a new applica-
tion, signed and verified, is made under this chapter. 
This subsection does not apply to a minor who has 
become 18 years of age. 1987 
41-2-116. Owner giving permission and minor li-
able for damages caused by minor op-
erating vehicle. 
The owner of a motor vehicle causing or knowingly 
permitting a minor younger than 18 years of age to 
operate the vehicle upon a highway, or a person who 
gives or furnishes a niotpr, vehicle to the minor, are 
each jointly and severally liable with the minor for 
any damages caused by the negligence of the minor in 
operating the vehicle. This liability provision is an 
exception to any conflicting provisions in the code 
regarding liability. 1987 
41-2-117. Examination of applicant's physical 
and mental fitness to operate motor ve-
hicle. 
(1) The division shall examine every applicant for 
a license, including a test of; 
(a) the applicant's eyesight either: 
(i) by the division; or c 
(ii) by allowing the applicant to furnish to 
the division a statement from a physician 
licensed under Chapter 12, Title 58, Utah 
Medical Practice Act, or an optometrist li-
censed under Chapter 16, Title 58; 
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— Towing and Road Service Insurance 
— Comprehensive Personal Liability - Each 
occurrence. 
Medical Payments to Others - Each Per-
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Damage to Property of Others - See Policy 
for Limits per occurrence. 
fund is due under this policy and the insured cannot be located, we may deduct a handling charge. (Not applicable in Kansas) 
;t to the Loss Payable Provisions or any other loss payable endorsement attached to the policy, payment for loss thereunder is 
!e as interest may appear to the named insured and the Lienholder or Other Interest on the reverse side. 
LOSS PAYABLE PROVISIONS 
(Applicable c;ily if lienholder is named, and no ether Automobile loss payable endorsement is cttrched to the policy) 
greed that any payment for loss or damage to the vehicle described in this policy shall be made on the following basis: 
our option, loss or damage shall be paid as interest may appear to the policyholder and the lienholder shown in the Declarations, or 
f repair of the damaged vehicle. " 
iy act or neglect of the policyholder or a person acting on his behalf shall not void the coverage afforded to the lienholder. 
lange in title or ownership of the vehicle, or error in its description shall not void coverage afforded to the lienholder. 
oiicy does not cover conversion, embezzlement or secretion of the vehicle by the policyholder or anyone acting in his behalf while in 
ssicn under a contract v/ith the lienholder. 
ment may be made to the lienholder which we would not have been obligated tamake except for these terms. In such event, we are 
sd to all the rights of the lienholder to the extent of such payment. The lienhoider shall do whatever is necessary to secure such rights. 
ibrogation shall impair the right of the lienholder to recover the full amount of its claim. 
serve the right to cancel this policy at any time as provided by its terms. In case of cancellation or lapse we will notify the lienhoider at 
jdress shown on the Declarations. We will give the lienholder advance notice of not less than 10 days from the effective date of such 
nation or lapse as respects his interest. 
ollowing applies as respects any loss adjusted v/ith the mortgagee interest only: 
ny deductible applicable to Comprehensive Coverage shall not exceed S250. 
,ny deductible-applicable to Collision C' yv>5e s ^ no t e.vceed $250. \ 
Declarations page, when signed by us, u ^ m e s part of th.e policy numbered on the r e v e r s t ^ e . It supersedes and controls anything 
) contrary. It is subject to all the other terms of the policy. 
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— Towing and Road-Service Insurance 
— Comprehensive Personal Liability - Eacn 
occurrence. 
fv'scical Payments to Others - Each Per-
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Coverage D, if applicar-le 
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the contrary. It is subject to all the othe r.s of the policy. • J 
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;aid premium in advance of the respective renewal date. The policy is issued in reliance upon the statements in the Declarations. 
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OVERAGES— indicated by "COV" or the limit of Company's liability against each coverage. 4 ,NC" means "Not Covered." M D " means 
Deductible." "MAX" means "Maximum Deductible." - See Reverse Side For Coverage Designations. * Entries in thousands of dollars. 
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!LY 'N'JURY Bodi 
-y CO^Pn.'HL.'-.'C-v'E ~ ComDrehfrislv-: 
TOW. — Tewing and Road Service insurance 
NON-AUTO — Comprehensive Persona! Liability - Each 
occurrence. 
Medical Payments to Others - Each Per 
son 
Damage to Property of Others - Sea Pc!;:\ 
for Limits per occurrence. 
—
 r>
.Toertv Daman? Mabilitv 
—E-crijfits tor Ocr^y injury including rrcperiy 
carnage cov - i ve , ! ' poise/ ;.~sued in New 
Mexico) causey by Uninsured Motorist 
)!CAL —Medical Expense Insurance, Family f/ecJical 
Expense, and Cjest f/.edicai Expense-See 
Policy Provision. 
If policy contains tne E-553 No-Fault Endorse-
ment or Nc-Fau't Coverac: D. Auto Medical 
Expense Coverage does net apply. 
FAULT —See Endorsement L - 5 5 0 \ Illinois E-2250) or 
Coverage D, if applicable 
•efund is due under this policy and the insured cannot be located, v/e may deduct a handling charge. (Not applicable in Kansas) 
3Ct to the Loss Payable Provisions or any other loss payable endorsement attached to the policy, payment for loss thereunder is 
ble as interest may appear to the named insured and tne Lienholder or Other Interest on the reverse side. 
LGSS PAYABLE pr.:VISlPKS 
(Applicable onlj* if Fcnhoider is named, end r-c other Ar.cmpbile IDSS p:?y''!c * nDarcomsnt \z £tiacl;cd tc the policy) 
agreed that any payment for loss or damage to the vehicle described in this policy shall be mace on the following basis: 
t our option, loss or damage shaii be paid as interest may appear to the policyholder and the iienhcider shown in the Declaration?, or 
y .repair of the damaged vehicle. 
,ny act or neglect of the pc.icyholcer or a person acting on his behalf shall not vo;: the coverage afforded to the lienholder. 
hange in title or ownership of the vehicle, or error in its description shaii not VCT" coverage a'prced to the lienholder. 
lolicy does not cover conversion, embezzlement or secretion of the venicle by tne policyholder or anyone acting in his behalf while in 
jssion under a contract with the lienholder. 
•men* may be made to the lienholder which we would not have been obligated to ma\e except for thsse terms. In such event, we a;-
3d to all the rights of the Iienho'cer to the extent of such payment. The lienholder shal; ao whatever Is necessary to secure such rights, 
ibrogation shall impair the right of the lienholder to recover the full amount of its claim. 
ser\:e the right to cancel this policy at any time as provided by its terms. In case of cancellation or lapse we will notify the lienholder i\ 
jdress shown on the Declarations. We w ; i i give the lienholder advance notice of no! iess than 10 days from the effective date of s i t -
uation or lapse as respects his interest. 
Dllowing applies as respects any less adjusted with tne mor<gagee interest only: 
ny oeductible applicable to Comprehensive Coverage shall not eyemi $250. 
ny deductible applicable to Collision/ yage shall netjexceed $253. ^ 
leclarations page, when signed by us, ^conies part o; the policy .numbered on the ^\t;~ .Me. It supersedes and controls anything 




Endorsement Amending Your E-Z Reader Car Policy 
Subsection titled "Notice" under "What To Do In Case Of Accident" is amended to read as follows: 
Notice. 
In the event of an accident, or loss, notice must be given to us or our agent promptly. Your failure to give us prompt 
notice as required will not invalidate your claim, if you show that it was not reasonably possible to do so and you notify 
us as soon as it is reasonably possible. The notice must give the time, place and circumstances of the accident, or 
loss, including the names and addresses of injured persons and witnesses. 
Under Part II, Uninsured Motorist, Additional Definition 3, Uninsured Motor Vehicle item c. is amended to read as follows: 
c. A hit and run vehicle whose operator or owner has not been identified and which strikes, or existence of the other 
vehicle is shown by clear and convincing evidence, other than just the insured person's testimony, which causes 
the accident without striking: 
(1) You or a family member 
(2) A vehicle which you or a family member are occupying 
(3) Your insured car. 
Under Part III - No Fault, Coverage D - Personal Injury Protection Item I - Medical and Hospital Benefits, the first sentence 
is amended to read: 
"We will pay for all reasonable and necessary medical and hospital expenses incurred as a result of a covered accident." 
Item 2 - Income Continuation Benefits, sub item "a" is deleted. 
B. Under Part V, Condition 8, Termination or Reduction of Coverage subsection "a" is amended as follows: 
The first paragraph of item 2 is amended to read: 
(2) We may cancel, change the renewal date, or cancel or reduce all or any portion of any coverage by mailing 
notice by first class mail to you at your address last known to us or by delivering the notice: 
under sub item (2) (b), the words "20 days" are changed to "30 days". 
Sub item (3) (b) is amended to read as follows: 
(b) We may cancel in such case only if any of the following apply: 
(i) You fail to pay the premium when due. 
(ii) Any person who regularly and frequently operates your insured car has had a driver's license 
suspended or revoked during the policy period or within 180 days prior to any renewal. 
(iii) You knowingly make a false statement on the insurance application. 
(iv) You make substantial breaches of contractual duties, conditions or warranties. 
(v) There has been a substantial change in the risk assumed unless we should reasonably have fore-
seen the change or contemplated the risk when entering into the contract. 
(vi) You or your insured property reach the age specified as the terminal age of coverage. 
(c) (a) and (b) above do not limit our right to add a $100 deductible under Coverage F at any time if we 
so desire. 
The last paragraph of "a" is amended to read as follows: 
Notice of cancellation for nonpayment of premium must be mailed or delivered to you with the reason for such cancella-
tion. We will send you the specific reasons for other cancellations with the notice or we will send you a statement 
of your right to request the reasons. Written request must be mailed or delivered to us. Within 10 days of receipt 
of the request, we will furnish you with a statement giving the reasons or grounds for the notice of cancellation. 
This endorsement is part of your policy. It supersedes and controls anything to the contrary. It is otherwise subject to all 
other terms of this policy. 
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NO FAULT AMENDATORY ENDORSEMENT 1st Edition 
s endorsement amends your E-Z Reader Car Policy under Part III - No Fault as follows: 
tern 3. Loss of Service Benefits 
'he last sentence in the first paragraph, "This coverage applies only to you." is deleted. 
'he last sentence in the last paragraph, "Coverage is limited to a maximum of 52 weeks." is deleted and replaced as follows: 
"Coverage is limited to a maximum of 365 days." 
vdditional Definitions Used In This Part Only 
ne definition of Family member is deleted and replaced as follows: 
"Family member means a person related to you by blood, marriage, adoption or guardianship who is a resident of your household, 
including a person who temporarily lives elsewhere." 
em c. under the definition of Insured motor vehicle is deleted. 
he definition of motor vehicle is deleted and replaced as follows: 
Motor vehicle means every self-propelled vehicle which is designed for use upon a highway: and every vehicle which is propelled by 
electric power obtained from overhead wires but not operated upon rails, excluding trailers, semi-trailers and motorcycles. 
xclusions 
he Exclusion section is deleted entirely and replaced with the following: 
Exclusions 
1. We will not pay you or any family member for injury received while occupying any motor vehicle you own, or which is furnished 
for your regular use. but is not an insured motor vehicle as described in the Declarations of this policy. 
2. We will not pay for injury to any person: 
a. which is caused intentionally by that person or while committing a felony. 
b other than you or a family member, who uses the insured motor vehicle without having sufficient reason to believe that the 
use is with the permission of the owner. 
c. caused by war (declared or undeclared), civil war, insurrection, rebellion or revolution, or any act contributing to such activity. 
d. resulting from the radioactive, toxic, explosive or other hazardous properties of nuclear material. 
e. arising out of the maintenance or use of a motor vehicle while used as a residence. 
mit of Liability 
le following sentence is added to the second paragraph, sub-item c as follows: 
Such deductible applies only to you and family members. 
her Insurance 
is provision is deleted entirely and replaced with the following: 
Coverage under this part shall be primary with respect to: 
a You or a family member injured while occupying your insured car; 
b Any other passenger occupying your insured car; 
c. You or a family member injured as pedestrians. 
\r,y insurance coverage we provide to any insured person for a substitute or non-owned motor vehicle shall be excess over any collectible 
nsurance. ^ 
f any applicable insurance other than this policy is issued to you by us or any other member company of the Farmers Insurance Group 
)f Companies, the total amount payable among all such policies shall not exceed the limit provided by the single policy with the highest 
imits of liability. 
r Right To Recover Payment 
i words "subject to the applicable limitations stated in the Utah Automobile No-Fault Insurance Act" are deleted from the first sentence. 
mient of Benefits 
s provision is deleted and replaced as follows: 
p
 you are held legally liable for personal injuries sustained by any persons to whom benefits required under Personal Injury Protection 
iave been paid by another insurer, including the Workers' Compensation Fund of Utah, we shall reimburse the other insurer for payment, 
ut not in excess ot the amount of damages recoverable. The issue of liability for that reimbursement and its amount shail be decided 
y mandatory, binding arbitration between us and the other insurer. 
istitutionality Clause 
5 provision is deleted. 
ndorsement is part of your policy. It supersedes and controls anything to the contrary. It is otherwise subject to all other terms of the policy. 
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Non-Assessable 
Your E-Z-Reader Car Policy 
UTAH 
Your E-Z-Reader Car Policy offers protection tailored to your needs. It is written in non-technical 
easy-to-read style. 
Please read this policy to make sure you understand the coverage it provides. Your Farmers 
Agent will help you with any questions you might have. 
^xjS^x Farmers Insurance Group of Companies 
^ P * ^ 4680 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90010 
The contractual obligations of this policy are assumed only by the issuing Company named in 
the Declarations. 
1st Edition 
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ANY ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS AFFECTING YOUR POLICY ARE ATTACHED AS "ENDORSEMENTS" 
This policy is a legal contract between you (the policyholder) and us (the Company). IT CONTAINS CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS. 
READ YOUR POLICY CAREFULLY. 
AGREEMENT 
We agree with you, in return for your premium payment, to 
insure you subject to ail the terms of this policy We will in-
sure you for the coverages and the limits of liability shown 
in the Declarations of this policy 
DEFINITIONS 
Throughout this policy' 'you ' and' 'your'' mean the named 
insured" shown in the Declarations and spouse if a resident 
of the same household " W e , ' 'us" and ' our mean the 
Company named in the Declarations which provides this in-
surance In addition, certain words appear in bold type They 
are defined as follows 
Accident or occurrence means a sudden event including con-
tinuous or repeated exposure to the same conditions resulting 
in bodily Injury or property damage neither expected nor in-
tended by the insured person 
Bodily Injury means bodily injury to or sickness, disease or 
death of any person 
Damages are the cost of compensating those who suffer bodi-
ly injury or property damage from an accident. 
Family member means a person related to you by blood, mar-
riage or adoption who is a resident of your household 
Occupying means in, on getting into or out of 
Private Passenger Car means a four wheel land motor vehicle 
of the pnvate passenger or station wagon type actually licensed 
for use upon public highways It includes any motor home 
with no more than six wheels and not used for business 
purposes 
Property damage means physical injury to or destruction of 
tangible property, including loss of its use 
State means the District of Columbia and any state, territory 
or possession of the United States, or any province of Canada 
Utility car means a land motor vehicle having at least four 
wheels actually licensed for use upon public highways, with 
a rated load capacity of not more than 2 000 pounds, of the 
pickup, panel or van type This does not mean a vehicle used 
in any business or occupation other than farming or ranching 
However, it does include a newly acquired or replacement vehi-
cle of the same type if its usage is the same as the utility 
car described in the Declarations 
Utility trailer means a vehicle designed to be towed by a 
private passenger car and includes a farm, pn or farm 
implement while towed by a private passengX^ir or utility 
car It does not include a trailer used as an office, store, display 
or passenger trailer 
Year Insured car means 
1 The vehicle descnbed in the Declarations of this policy or 
any private passenger car or utility car with which you 
replace it You must advise us within 30 days of any change 
of private passenger car or utility car If your poky term 
ends more than 30 days after the change, you can advise us 
anytime before the end of that term 
2 Any additional private passenger car or utility car of 
which you acquire ownership dunng the policy period Pro-
vided that 
a You notify us within 30 days of its acquisition, and 
b As of the date of acquisition, all private passenger and 
utility cars you own are insured with a member com-
pany of the Farmers Insurance Group of Companies 
Ownership shall include the written leasing of a private 
passenger or utility car for a continuous period of at least 
six months 
3 Any utility trailer. 
a That you own, or 
b While attached to year Insured car. 
4 Any private passenger car, utility car or utility trailer 
not owned by you or a family member while being temporarily 
used as a substitute for any other vehicle descnbed in this 
definition because of its withdrawal from normal use due to 
breakdown, repair, servicing, loss or destruction 
WHAT TO DO IN CASE OF ACCIDENT 
Notice 
In the event of an accident, or loss notice must be given 
to us promptly The notice must give the time, place and cir-
cumstances of the accident, or loss, including the names and 
addresses of injured persons and witnesses 
Other Duties 
A person claiming any coverage of this policy must also 
1 Cooperate with us and assist us in any matter concerning 
a claim or suit 
2 Send us promptly any legal papers received relating to any claim 
or suit 
3 Submit to physical examinations at our expense by doctors we 
select as often as we may reasonably require 
4 Authonze us to obtain medical and other records 
5 Provide any wntten proofs of loss we require 
6 Notify police within 24 hours and us within 30 days if a hit and-
run motorist is involved and an uninsured motorist claim is to be filed 
7 If claiming car damage coverage 
a Take reasonable steps after loss to protect the vehicle and 
its equipment from further loss We will pay reasonable ex-
penses incurred in providing that protection 
b Promptly report the theft of the vehicle to the police 
c Allow us to inspect and appraise the damaged vehicle before 
its repair or disposal 
8 Submit to examination under oath upon our request 
PART I - LIABILITY 
Coverage A — Bodily Injury 
Coverage B — Property Damage 
We will pay damages for which any Insured person is legally liable 
because of bodily Injury to any person and property damage aris-
ing out of the ownership, maintenance or use of a private passenger 
car, a utility car, or a utility trailer. 
We will defend any claim or suit asking for these damages. We may 
settle when we consider it appropnate 
We will not defend any suit or make additional payments after we 
have paid the limit of liability for the coverage 
Additional Definitions Used In This Part Only 
Insured person as used in this part means 
1 You or any family member. 
2 Any person using your Insured car. 
3 Any other person or organization with respect only to legal 
liability for acts or omissions of 
a Any person covered under this part while using your Insured 
car. 
b You or any family member covered under this part while 
using any private ]enger car, utility car or utility trailer 
other than your ftwAd car if not owned or hired by that 
person or organization 
Insured person does not mean 
1 The United States of Amenca or any of its agencies 
2 Any person for bodily Injury or property damage arising from 
the operation of a vehicle by that person as an employee of the United 
States Government when the provisions of the Federal Tort Claims 
Act apply 
3 Any person who uses a vehicle without having sufficient reason 
to believe that the use is with the permission of the owner 
Your insured car as used in this part shall also include any other 
private passenger car, utility car or utility trailer not owned by 
or furnished or available for the regular use of you or a family 
member But no vehicle shall be considered as your Insured car 
unless there is sufficient reason to believe that the use is with per-
mission of the owner, and unless it is used by you or a family 
Supplementary Payments 
In addition to our limit of liability, we will pay these benefits as 
respects an insured person: 
1 All costs we incur in the settlement of any claim or defense of 
any suit 
2 Interest after entry of judgment on any amount that does not 
exceed our limit of liability 
3 a Premiums on appeal bonds on any suit we defend 
b Premiums on bonds to release attachments in any such suit 
for an amount not in excess of the applicable limit of liability 
of this policy 
c Up to $300 for the cost of bail bonds required because of 
accident or traffic law violation arising out of use of your 
Insured car. 
We are not obligated to apply for or furnish any of the above bonds 
4 Actual loss of wages or salary up to $50 a day, but not other 
income, when we ask you to attend a trial or hearing 
5 Expenses you incur for immediate medical and surgical treat-
ment for others necessary at the time of the accident resulting in 
bodily injury covered by this part 
6 Other reasonable expenses incurred at our request 
Exclusions 
This coverage does not apply to 
1 BedNy injury or property damage ansing out of the owner-
ship, maintenance or use of a vehicle while used to carry per-
sons or property for a charge This exclusion does not apply 
to shared-expense car pools 
2 Bodily Injury or property damage; 
a Caused intentionally by or at the direction of an insured 
person, or 
b Ansing from any occurrence caused by an intentional 
act or an Insured person where the results are 
reasonably foreseeable 
3 Bodily Injury or property damage with respect to which 
any person is an insured under nuclear energy insurance This 
exclusion applies even if the limits of that insurance are 
exhausted 
4 BodHy Injury to an employee of an insured person ansing 
in the course of employment This exclusion does not 
apply to today Injury to a domestic employee unless workers' 
or workmen's compensation benefits are required 
5 Bodily injury or property damage for any person while 
employed or otherwise engaged in the business or occupa-
tion of transporting, selling, repairing, servicing, storing or 
parking of vehicles designed for use mainly on public 
highways, including road testing or delivery 
This exclusion does not apply to the ownership, maintenance 
or use of your Insured car by you, any family member, or 
any partner, agent, or employee of you or any family member. 
This exclusion also does not apply to any other person who 
does not have other insurance available to him with limits equal 
to at least those of the Utah Financial Responsibility Law In 
such event, the insurance afforded that person will be limited 
to p requirements of the Utah Financial Responsibility Law 
6 *ir# Injury or property damage arising out of the owner-
ship maintenance or use of any vehicle by any person 
employed or otherwise engaged in a business other than the 
business descnbed in Exclusion 5 This exclusion does not 
apply to the maintenance or use of a 
a Private passenger car. 
b Utility car that you own, if rated as a private passenger 
car, or 
c Utility trailer used with a vehicle descnK-"1 in a orb 
above. * J 
7 Damage to property owned or being transported by an in-
sured person 
8 Damage to property rented to, or in the charge of an In-
sured person except a residence or private garage not owned 
by that person 
9 Boduy Injury or property damage arising out of the owner-
ship, maintenance or use of any motorized vehicle with less 
than four wheels 
10 Bodily injury or property damage ansing out of the 
ownership, maintenance or use of any vehicle other than your 
Insured car, which is owned by or furnished or available for 
regular use by you or a family member 
11 a Liability for bodily injury to an insured person 
b Liability to any person or organization because of bodily 
injury to you 
This exclusion applies only after the limits of liability required 
by the Financial Responsibility Law have been satisfied 
12 Liability assumed under any contract or agreement ex-
cept liability of others you assume in a written contract relating 
to the use of an auto you do not own 
13 Liability arising from the sponsoring or taking part in any 
organized or agreed-upon racing or speed contest or 
demonstration in which your insured car has active 
participation, or m practice or preparation for any such contest 
14 Bodily injury or property damage ansing out of the 
ownership, maintenance, or use by any person of a vehicle 
in which you have transferred full ownership interest but the 
transfer does not comply with the vehicle transfer of owner-
ship provisions of the state motor vehicle law 
15 Punitive or exemplary damages or the cost of defense 
related to such damages. 
Limits of Liability 
The limits of liability shown in the Declarations apply subject 
to the following 
1 The bodily Injury liability limit for "each person" is the 
maximum for bodily injury sustained by one person in any 
occurrence. Any claim for loss of consortium or injury to the 
relationship ansing from this injury shall be included in this 
limit 
If the financial responsibility law of the place of the accident treats 
the loss of consortium as a separate claim, financial responsibility 
limits will be furnished 
2 Subject to the bodily Injury liability limit for "each person" the 
bodily Injury liability limit for "each occurrence" is the maximum 
combined amount for bodily Injury sustained by two or more per-
sons in any occurrence. 
3 The property damage liability limit for "each occurrence" is 
the maximum for all damages to all property in any one occurrence. 
4 We will pay no more than the maximum limits provided by this 
policy regardless of the number of vehicles insured, Insured per-
sons, claims, claimants, policies, or vehicles involved in the 
occurrence. 
5 Any amount payable by us to an Insured person shall be reduced 
by any amount payable under any Workers' Compensation or any 
similar medical or disability law 
Out of State Coverage 
An insured person may become subject to the financial responsibility 
law, compulsory insurance law or similar law of another state or 
in Canada This can happen because of the ownership, maintenance 
or use of your insured car when you travel outside of Utah We 
will interpret this policy to provide any broader coverage required 
by those laws, except to the extent that other liability insurance 
applies No person may collect more than once for the same elements 
of loss 
Conformity with Financial Responsibility Laws 
When we certify this policy as proof under any financial responsibility 
law, it will comply with the law to the extent of the coverage re-
quired by law 
Other Insurance 
If there is other applicable Auto Liability Insurance on any other policy 
that applies to a loss covered by this part, we will pay only our share 
Our share is the proportion that our limits of liability bear to the total 
of all applicable limits 
We will provide insurance for an insured person, other than you 
or a family member, up to the limits of the Financial Responsibility 
Law only 
A*ny insurance we provic^ *or a vehicle you do not own shall be ex-
cess over any other c a t t l e insurance 
If any applicable insurance other than this policy is issued to you 
by us or any other member company of the Farmers Insurance Group 
of Companies, the total amount payable among ail such policies shall 
not exceed the limits provided by the single policy with th$ highest 
limits of liability 
PART II - UNINSURED MOTORIST 
Coverage C—Uninsured Motorist Coverage 
(Including Underinsured Motorist Coverage) 
We will pay all sums which an insured person is legally entitled 
to recover as damages from the owner or operator of an uninsured 
motor vehicle because of bodily injury sustained by the insured 
person. The bodily injury must be caused by accident and anse 
out of the ownership, maintenance or use of the uninsured motor 
vehicle. 
Determination as to whether an insured person is legally entitled 
to recover damages or the amount of damages shall be made by 
agreement between the insured person and us If no agreement 
is reached, the decision will be made by arbitration 
Additional Definitions Used In This Part Only 
As used in this part 
1 Insured person means 
a You or a family member 
b Any other person while occupying your Insured car 
c Any person for damages that person is entitled to recover 
because of bodily Injury to you, a family member, or 
another occupant of your Insured car. 
But, no person shall be considered an insured person if the person 
uses a vehicle without having sufficient reason to believe that the 
use is with permission of the owner 
2. Motor vehicle means a land motor vehicle or a trailer but does 
not mean a vehicle 
a Operated on rails or crawler treads 
b Which is a farm type tractor or any equipment designed 
or modified for use principally off public roads while not 
on public roads 
c Located for use as a residence or premises 
3 Uninsured motor vehicle means a motor vehicle which is 
a Not Insured by a bodily injury liability bond or policy 
at the time of the accident 
b Insured by a bodily Injury liability bond or policy at the 
time of the accident which provides coverage in 
amounts less than the limits of Uninsured Motorist 
Coverage shown in the Declarations 
c A hit-and-run vehicle whose operator or owner has not 
been identified and which strikes 
(1) You or any family member. 
(2) A vehicle which you or a family member are 
occupying. 
(3) Your Insured car. 
d Insured by a bodily Injury liability bond or policy at the 
time of the accident but the Company denies coverage 
or Is or becomes insolvent 
4 Uninsured motor vehicle, however, does not mean a 
vehicle 
a Owned by or furnished or available for the regular use 
of you or any family member 
b Owned or operated by a self insured as contemplated 
by any financial responsibility law, motor earner law, 
or similar law 
c Owned by a governmental unit or agency 
Exclusions 
This coverage shall not apply to the benefit of any insurer or 
self-insurer under any workers' or workmen's compensation 
law, or directly to the benefit of the United States, or any state 
or any political subdivision 
This coverage shall not apply to punitive or exemplary 
daiMNjes or the cost of defense related to such damages. 
This coverage does not apply to bodily injury sustained by 
a person 
1 While occupying any vehicle owned by you or a family 
member for which insurance is not afforded under this policy 
or through being struck by that vehicle 
2 If that person or the legal representative of that person 
makes a settlement without our written consent 
3 While occupying your insured car when used to carry per-
sons or property for a charge This e x c l u s i o n ^ ^ not apply 
to shared-expense car poors 
4 11 the injured person was occupying a veh»^ you do not 
own which is insured jor this.coverage underLJner policy 
Limits of Liability 
The limits of liability shown in the Declarations apply subject 
to the following 
1 The limit for "each person" is the maximum for bodily 
Injury sustained by any person in any one occurrence. Any 
claim for loss of consortium or injury to the relationship aris-
ing from this injury shall be included in this limit 
If the financial responsibility law of the place of the accident 
treats the loss of consortium as a separate claim, financial 
responsibility limits will be furnished 
2 Subject to the limit for "each person", the limit for "each 
occurrence is the maximum combined amount for bodily 
injury sustained by two or more persons in any one 
occurrence. 
3 Subject to the law of the state of the occurrence we will 
pay no more than these maximums regardless of the number 
of vehicles insured, Insured persons, claims, claimants, 
policies, or vehicles involved in the occurrence. 
Other Insurance 
1 We will pay under this coverage only after the limits of 
liability under any applicable bodily injury liability bonds or 
policies have been exhausted by payment of judgments or 
settlements 
2 The amount of Uninsured Motorist Coverage we will pay 
under Additional Definitions 3b shall be reduced by the amount 
of any other bodily injury coverage available to any party held 
to be liable for the accident 
3 Except as provided in paragraph 2 above, if any other col-
lectible insurance applies to a loss covered by this part, we 
will pay only our share Our share is the proportion that our 
limits of liability bear to the total of all applicable limits 
4 We will not provide insurance for a vehicle other than your 
Insured car unless the owner of that vehicle has no other 
insurance applicable to this part 
5 If any applicable insurance other than this policy is issued 
to you by us or any other member company of the Farmers 
Insurance Group of Companies, the total amount payable 
among all such policies shall not exceed the limits provided 
by the single policy with the highest limits of liability 
Arbitration 
If an Insured person and we do not agree (1) that the person is 
legally entitled to recover damages from the owner or operator of 
an uninsured motor vehicle, or (2) as to the amount of payment 
under this part, either that person or we may demand that the issue 
be determined by arbitration 
In that event, an arbitrator will be selected by the insured person 
and us If agreement on an arbitrator cannot be reached within (30) 
days, the judge of a court having junsdiction will appoint the ar-
bitrator The expense of the arbitrator and ail other expenses of ar-
bitration will be shared equally Attorney s fees and fees paid for 
the witnesses are not expenses of arbitration and will be paid by 
the party incurring them 
The arbitrator shall determine (1) the existence of the operator of 
an uninsured motor vehicle, (2) that the Insured person is legally 
entitled to recover damages from the owner or operator of an unin-
sured motor vehicle, and (3) the amount of payment under this 
part as determined by this policy or any other applicable policy 
Arbitration will take place in the county where the insured person 
lives Local court rules governing procedures and evidence will apply 
The decision in wnting of the arbitrator will be binding subject to 
the terms of this insurance 
Formal demand for arbitration shall be filed in a court of competent 
junsdiction The court shall be located in the county and state of 
residence of the party making the demand Demand may also be 
made by sending a certified letter to the party against whom ar-
bitration is sought, with a return receipt as evidence 
PART III - NO FAULT 
Coverage D — Personal Injury Protection 
We will provide the benefits desenbed below for bodily injury to 
each injured person caused by a motor vehicle accident. 
1. Medical and Hospital Benefits 
We will pay for all reasonable and necessary medical and hospital 
expenses incurred within one year from the date of the accident 
which caused the injury This includes drugs, artificial substitutes 
for parts of the body, and eyeglasses It also includes necessary 
x-ray, dental, ambulano^ jyrsing and funeral expenses. 
We will also pay reasona^"1 expenses for any non-medical remedial 
care This includes t r e a w i t byja recognized religious method of 
healing ^ ^ 
Reasonable expenses are determined based upon criteria established 
by the Utah Insurance Dept 
We will not pay more than the amount stated in the Declarations 
for each insured person, including a limit of $1,500 for funeral 
expenses. 
2. Income Continuation Benefits 
We will pay up to 85% of the insured person's loss of gross in-
come from work and earning capacity, subject to the following 
a The insured person must have a regular income from an 
occupation at which he or she was usually working at the 
time of the accident 
b Coverage and payment penods begin 3 days after the date 
of the accident, however if the insured person's inability 
to work continues for more than two consecutive weeks after 
the date of the injury, then coverage and payment penods 
begin on the day of the accident 
c Coverage ends when the earliest of the following events 
occurs 
(i) when the Insured person is reasonably able to return to 
his or her usual work, 
(n) 52 weeks after coverage begins 
(HI) upon the death of the Insured person. 
d The most we will pay to any Insured person is $250 per 
week 
e The total combined amount any person can receive under 
sick leave, any other disability or loss of income benefit and 
this coverage shall not be more than 85% of the insured 
person's weekly income 
f Except for you, your family members, your guest 
passengers, and persons using your insured car with your 
permission, we will not pay for any accident which occurs 
outside the state of Utah 
3. Loss of Service Benefits 
We will pay up to $20 per day for essential services for your 
household which you would normally perform without pay if you 
were not disabled by the accident This Coverage applies only to you 
Coverage and payment periods begin 3 days after the date 
of the accident; however, if the Insured person's inability 
to work continues for more than two consecutive weeks after 
the date of the injury then coverage and payment penods begin 
on the day of the accident 
Coverage ends on the date you are reasonably able to per-
form the service yourself or upon your death Coverage is 
limited to a maximum of 52 weeks. 
4. Survivor Loss Benefits 
We will pay up to $3,000 to natural persons who are heirs 
of an Insured person upon the death of that person 
Additional Definitions Used In This Part Only 
Family member means a person related to you by blood, mar-
riage or adoption (including a ward or foster child) who is a 
resident of your household 
Funeral expenses means funeral, bunal or cremation ex-
penses actually incurred 
Insured motor vehicle means a motor vehicle 
a to which the bodily Injury liability insurance of the policy 
applies, 
b for which a specific premium is charged, and 
c for which you are required to maintain security under 
the provisions of the Utah Automobile No-Fault In-
surance Act 
Insured person means* 
a you or any family member who sustains bodily Injury 
while occupying a motor vehicle or, while a pedestnan, 
caused by accident ansmg out of the operation or 
maintenance of any motor vehicle or motorcycle, 
b any other person who sustains bodily Injury while 
occupying your Insured car with your consent or, while 
a pedestnan, caused by accident ansmg out of the 
ownership, operation or mamtenace of your Insured 
car. 
Motor vehicle means a land motor vehicle, trailer or any vehi-
cle which is required to be registered under We 41, Utah Code 
Annotated 1.953, excluding motorcycles 
Exclusions 
1 We will not pay. you or -any family meft^*# for injury, 
received while occupying any motor vehicle you own, or 
which is furnished for your regular use, but is not an Insured 
motor vehicle as descnbed in the Declarations of this policy 
2 We will not pay a family member for injury received while 
occupying a motor vehicle owned by or furnished for the 
regular use of that family member when security required by 
the Utah Automobile No-Fault Insurance Act is not in effect 
3 We will not pay for injury to any person 
a which is caused intentionally by that person or while 
committing a felony 
b other than you or a family member, who uses the 
Insured motor vehicle without having sufficient reason 
to believe that the use is with the permission of the 
owner 
c caused by war (declared or undeclared), civil war, in-
surrection, rebellion or revolution, or any act con-
tributing to such activity 
d resulting from the radioactive, toxic, explosive or other 
hazardous properties of nuclear material 
e arising out of the maintenance or use of a motor vehicle 
while used as a residence 
f injured while eccupytof or, while a pedestnan through 
use of any motor vehicle, other than the insured motor 
vehicle for which the security required under the Utah 
Automobile No-Fauft insurance Act is in effect 
Limit of Liability 
Regardless of the number of vehicles insured, insured 
persons, claims, claimants, policies, or vehicles involved in 
the accident, we will pay no more than the limits of liability 
descnbed in this coverage for each person injured in any one 
accident. 
Any amount payable by us to an Insured person shall be 
reduced by any amount payable 
a under any worker's compensation plan or any similar 
statutory plan, 
b by the United States or any of its agencies because of 
military enlistment, duty or service, or 
c under any applicable deductible shown in the Declara-
tions or elsewhere in this policy 
Other Insurance 
If there is other applicable automobile medical payments or Per-
sonal Injury Protection for medical and hospital benefits insurance 
that applies to a loss covered by this part we will pay only our 
share Our share is the proportion that our limits of liability bear 
to the total of all applicable limits 
Any insurance coverage we provide to any Insured person for a 
substitute or non-owned motor vehicle or trailer, shall be excess 
over any other collectible insurance 
We will reduce the amount payable under uninsured motonst 
coverage by the amount of any personal injury protection benefits 
paid or payable which would be paid or payable under this or any 
other motor vehicle insurance policy because of bodily mjury sus-
tained by an Insured person. 
If any applicable insurance other than this policy is issued to you 
by us or any other member company of the Farmers Insurance 
Group of Companies, the total amount payable among all such 
policies shall not exceed the limits provided by the single policy 
with the highest limits of liability 
Medical Reports — Proof of Claim 
You shall give us written proof of claim as soon as possible When 
required, proof shall be under oath You shall include full details 
of the nature and extent of the injuries and treatment received and 
contemplated Also you should submit such other information as 
may assist us to determine the amount due and payable When 
benefits for loss of wages or salary are claimed you shall authorize 
us to obtain details of all wages, salary payments or their equivalent 
received since the time of the bodily Injury or dunng the year pnor 
to the date of the accident The injured person shall submit to 
physical examination by physicians at our expense selected by us 
when and as often as we may reasonably require In the event 
of incapacity or death your legal representative shall upon request 
by us execute authonzation to enable us to obtain medical reports 
and copies of records 
Our Right To Recover Payment 
In the event of any payment under this coverage, we are entitled, 
subject to the applicable limitations stated in the Utah Automobile 
No-Fault Insurance Act, to ail the nghts of recovery of the person 
to whom payment was made against another That person must 
sign and deliver to us any legal papers relating to that recovery, 
do whatever else is n e c e f " ^ to help us exercise those nghts and 
db nothing after loss to jr^udice our nghts When a person has 
been paid damages by % J e r this policy and also recovers from 
another, the amount recllfred from the t)ther shall be held by 
that person in trust for us and reimbursed to us to the extent of 
our payment. 
Arbitration 
If any person making claim and we do not agree as to the amount 
of payment under this part, then by mutual wntten agreement the 
matter shall be decided by arbitration If the parties agree in writing, 
the matter shall be decided by a single arbitrator selected by the 
person making claim and ourselves 
If a single arbitrator is not agreed upon, then the Insured person 
shall select one arbitrator and we will select another The two ar-
bitrators will select and agree upon a third The decision of any 
two arbitrators shall be binding on the person and on us 
Payment of Benefits 
No payment shall be made under this coverage unless the Insured 
person or his legal representative shall have agreed in writing that 
the amount of such payments shall be applied toward settlement 
of any claim or satisfaction of any award entered in his favor under 
undennsured motonsts coverage in this or any other policy of the 
Farmers Insurance Group of Companies 
Constitutionality Clause 
The premium for and the coverages of this part have been 
established in accordance with the provisions of the Utah 
Automobile No-Fault Insurance Act If a court decision rules the 
provisions of such act partially or completely invalid or 
unenforceable, we shall have the nght to recompute the premium 
payable for the policy, subject to review by the Commissioner of 
insurance The provisions of this coverage shall be voidable or 
subject to change at our option 
PART IV - DAMAGE TO YOUR CAR 
Coverage F — Comprehensive 
We will pay for loss to your insured car caused by any accidental 
means except collision, less any applicable deductibles Any deduc-
tible amount will apply separately to each loss 
Loss caused by missiles, falling objects, fire, theft or larceny, 
explosion, earthquake, windstorm, hail, water, flood, malicious 
mischief or vandalism, riot or civil commotion, colliding with 
a bird or animal, or breakage of glass is not deemed loss 
caused by collision. If breakage of glass results from a 
coiltsioii, you may elect to have it treated as loss caused by 
COIIISMM. 
Coverage G — Collision 
We will pay for loss to your insured car caused by collision 
less any applicable deductibles. 
Any deductible shall apply separately to each loss. 
Coverage H — Towing and Road Service 
We will pay for reasonable and necessary towing and labor 
costs incurred because of disablement of your Insured car. 
The labor must be performed at the place of disablement. 
Additional Definitions Used In This Part Only 
As used in this part: 
1. Collision means collision of your Insured car with another 
object or upset of your Insured car. 
2. Loss means direct and accidental loss of or damage to your 
Insured car, including Its equipment. 
3. Your Insured car shall also include any other private 
passenger car, utility car, or utility trailer not owned by 
or furnished or available for the regular use of you or a family 
member. But no vehicle shall be considered as your Insured 
car unless there is sufficient reason to believe that the use 
is with permission of the owner, and unless it is used by you 
or a family member. 
Supplementary Payments 
1. If you have comprehensive coverage, we will pay for 
transportation expenses incurred by you because of the total 
theft of your Insured car. We will pay up to $15 per day, 
but no more than $450. This coverage begins 48 hours after 
the theft has been reported to us and to the police and ends 
when the cac is returned to use or when we offer settlement 
for the loss. 
2. We will pay up to, but not more than, $200 for loss of 
clothing or luggage in your Insured car and belonging to you 
or a family jnembcf jf the loss is caused b j & ^ 
a. Collision of your Insured car while covered by this 
policy. 
b. Fire, "lightnirTg, flood, earthquake, eJpJGsion, failing 
aircraft, or theft of the entire insured car; and loss 
occurs to your Insured car from the same cause while 
covered for comprehensive by this policy. 
Exclusions 
This coverage does not apply to loss: 
1. To your Insured car while used to carry persons or property 
for a charge. This exclusion does not apply to shared-expense 
car pools. 
2. Caused by war (declared or undeclared), civil war, 
insurrection, rebellion, revolution, nuclear reaction, radiation 
or radioactive contamination, or any consequence of any of 
these. 
3. Caused by theft to equipment designed for the reproduction 
of sound, or any radio receiving or radio receiving and 
transmitting equipment. This applies to such equipment as 
a tape player, tape recorder, citizens band radio and two-way 
mobile radio, telephone, radar detector, television or scanning 
monitor receiver. It also applies to any electronic device in-
corporating any of this equipment, as well as accessories and 
antennas. 
This exclusion does not apply to that equipment which is per-
manently installed in the opening of the dash or console of 
your Insured car normally used by the motor vehicle 
manufacturer for the installation of a radio or sound 
reproducing device. 
4. Caused by theft to tapes, records, reels, cassettes, 
cartridges, carrying cases or other devices for use with equip-
ment designed for the reproduction of sound. 
5. To a camper body, canopy or utility trailer owned by you 
or a family member and not described in the Declarations. 
But, coverage does apply to a camper body, canopy or utility 
trailer ownership of which you acquire during the policy period 
if you ask us to insure it within 30 days after you acquire it. 
6. To awnings, cabanas, or equipment designed to provide 
additional Irving facilities. 
7. Due and confined to wear and tear, freezing, mechanical 
or electrical breakdown or failure, or road damage to tires. 
But coverage does apply if the loss results from burning of 
wiring. Also coverage does apply if the loss results from the 
total theft of your Insured car. 
8. To a vehicle not owned by you when used in auto business 
operations. 
9. During any organized or agreed-upon racing or speed contest or 
demonstration in which your Insured car has active participation, 
or in practice or preparation for any such contest. 
10. To a van, pickup, or panel truck due to increased cost of repair 
or replacement pf the following furnishings or equipment: 
a. special carpeting, insulation, wall paneling, furniture or bars. 
b. facilities for cooking and sleeping including enclosures or 
bathroom facilities. 
c. height-extending roofs. 
d . murals, paintings or other decais or graphics. 
Limits of Liability 
Our limits of liability for loss shall not exceed the lowest of: 
1. The actual cash value of the stolen or damaged property. 
2. The amount necessary to repair or replace the property or parts 
with other of like kind and quality, less depreciation. 
3. $500 for a utility trailer not owned by you or a family member. 
Payment of Loss 
We will pay the toss in money or repair or replace damaged or stolen 
property. We may, at any time before the toss is paid or the property 
is replaced, return, at our expense, any stolen property either to 
you or to the address shown in the Declarations, with payment for 
the resulting damage. We may keep ail or part of the property at 
the agreed or appraised value. 
Appraisal 
You or we may demand appraisal of the toss. Each will appoint and 
pay a competent and disinterested appraiser and will equally share 
other appraisal expenses. The appraisers, or a judge of a court having 
jurisdiction, will select an umpire to decide any differences. Each 
appraiser will state separately the actual cash value and the amount 
of loss. An award in writing by any two appraisers will determine 
the amount payable, which shall be binding subject to the terms 
of this insurance. 
No Benefit to Bailee 
This coverage shall not directly or indirectly benefit atiy carrier or 
other bailee for hire l i a ^ p r loss to your Insured car. 
Other Insurance 
If there is other applicat*jjjmila* insurance on any other policy that 
applies to a loss covereoby this part, w6 will pay only our share. 
Our share is the proportion that our limit of liability beaVs to the total 
of all applicable limits. This coverage does not apply to any substitute 
or non-owned car if there is similar coverage on it. 
Any insurance we provide for a vehicle you do not own shall be ex-
cess over any other collectible insurance. 
If any applicable insurance other than this policy is issued to you 
by us or any other member company of the Farmers Insurance Group 
of Companies, the total amount payable among all such policies shall 
not exceed the limits provided by the single policy with the highest 
limits of liability. 
PART V - CONDITIONS 
1 . Policy Period and Territory 
This policy applies only to accidents, occurrences, and losses dur-
ing the policy period shown in the Declarations which occur within 
the United States, its territories or possesstions, or Canada, or while 
the car is being shipped between their ports. 
2. Changes 
This policy with the Declarations includes all agreements 
between you and us relating to this insurance. No other change or 
waiver may be made in this policy except by endorsement, new 
Declarations or new policy issued by us. 
The premium for each term of this policy is determined by 
information in our possession at the inception of that term. Any 
changes in this information which would affect the rating of your 
policy will allow us to make an additional charge or refund on a pro 
rata basis. If a premium adjustment is necessary, we will make the 
adjustment as of the effective date of the change. 
When we broaden coverage during the policy period without charge, 
the policy will automatically provide the broadened coverage when 
effective in your state. We may make other changes or replace this 
policy, to conform to coverage currently in use at the next policy 
period. The change or new policy will be delivered to you, or mailed 
to you at your mailing address shown in the Declarations at least 
30 days before the effective date of the new policy period. 
Policy terms which conflict with laws of Utah are hereby amended 
to conform to such laws. 
3. Legal Action Against Us 
We may not be sued unless there is full compliance with all 
the terms of this policy We may not be sued under the Liability 
Coverage until the obligation of a person we insure to pay is 
finally determined either by judgement against that person at 
the actual trial or by wntten agreement of that person the 
claimant and us No one shall have any nght to make us a 
party to a suit to determine the liability of a person we insure 
4. Transfer Of Your Interest 
Interest in this policy may not be assigned without our wnt 
ten consent But if the insured named in the Declarations 
or the spouse of the insured resident in the same household 
dies the policy will cover 
a The survivor 
b The legal representative of the deceased person while 
acting within the scope of duties of a legal 
representative 
c Any person having proper custody of your Insured car 
until a legal representative is appointed 
5. Our Right to Recover Payment 
In the event of any payment under this policy we are entitled 
to all the nghts of recovery of the person to whom payment 
was made against another That person must sign and deliver 
to us any legal papers relating to that recovery do whatever 
else is necessary to help us exercise those nghts and do 
nothing after loss to prejudice our rights 
When a person has been paid damages by us under this policy 
and also recovers from another the amount recovered from 
the other shall be held by that person in trust for us and reim 
bursed to us to the extent of our payment 
This condition does not apply if prohibited by state law 
6. Two or More Cars Insured 
With respect to any accident or occurrence to which this 
and any other auto policy issued to you by any member com 
pany of the Farmers Insurance Group of Companies applies 
the total limit of liability under all the policies shall not exceed 
the highest applicable limit of liability under any one policy 
7. Bankruptcy 
We are not relievedof any obligation under thi* ^olicy because 
of the bankruptcy or insolvency of any i n s f t ^ person 
8. Termination or Reduction of Coverage 
a Cancellation nonrenewal or reduction oL j fe rage 
(1) You may cancel this policy by advising us in writing 
when at a future date the cancellation is to be effective 
(2) We may cancel change the renewal date or cancel 
or reduce all or any portion of any coverage by mailing 
notice to you at the address shown in the Declarations or 
by delivenng the notice 
(a) Not less than 10 days pnor to the effective date of 
such cancellation reduction or change of renewal date 
(i) For nonpayment of premium or 
(II) If the policy has been in force less than 60 days 
and is not a renewal 
(b) Not less than 20 days pnor to the effective date of 
cancellation for any other circumstance 
If we cancel or reduce all or any portion of any coverage 
the notice we send you will describe that portion we are 
cancelling or reducing 
(3) (a) Our nght to cancel is limited if this policy has been 
in effect for 60 days or is a renewal and insures either 
of the following 
(i) a private passenger type auto or a station 
wagon that does not carry passengers for hire and 
is not rented to others 
(n) any other four wheel motor vehicle with a load 
capacity of fifteen hundred pounds or less which 
is not used in your occupation profession or 
business 
(b) We can cancel in such case only if any of the 
following apply 
(i) you fail to pay the premium when due 
(n) any person who regularly and frequently 
operates your Insured car has had a dnvers 
license suspended or revoked during the policy 
penod or within 180 days pnor to any renewal 
(HI) you knowingly make a false statement on the 
insurance application 
(c) (a) and (b) above do not limit our nght to add a $100 
deductible under Coverage F at any time if we so desire 
Notice of cancellation for nonpayment of premium must be mailed 
or delivered to you with the reason for cancellation We will send 
you the specific reasons for such cancellation with the notice or we 
will send you a statement of your nght to request the reasons 
Wntten request must be mailed or delivered to us not less than 15 
days pnor to the effective date of cancellation Within 5 days of 
receipt of the request we will furnish you with a statement giving 
the reasons or grounds for the notice of cancellation 
b Nonrenewal 
We will mail to you at the address shown in the Declarations or deliver 
to you notice of nonrenewal not less than 30 days before the end 
of the policy penod if we decide not to renew or continue this policy 
This provision shall not apply m any of the following cases 
1 you fail to pay the premium when due 
2 we show a willingness to renew 
If your policy is renewed we still may cancel it at our option if 
grounds for cancellation existed before the effective date of the 
renewal 
We will only non renew at the annual anniversary of the effective date 
c Automatic Termination 
This policy will automatically terminate at the end of the policy penod 
if you or your representative do not accept our offer to renew it 
Your failure to pay the required renewal premium as we require 
means that you have declined our offer 
If other insurance is obtained on your Insured car, any similar in 
surance afforded under this policy for that car will cease on the ef 
fective date of the other Insurance 
d Other Provisions 
(1) If different requirements for cancellation and nonrenewal or 
termination of policies become applicable because of the laws 
of Utah we will comply with those requirements 
(2) Mailing of notice shall be sufficient proof of notice We may 
deliver a notice instead of mailing it 
(3) The effective date and time stated on the notice for cancella 
tion of the entire policy shall become the end of the policy penod 
(4) The effective date and time stated on the notice for 
reductions of coverage or cancellation of a portion of the 
coverage shall be the effective date of the change* The notice 
shall be part of t h e ^ J p y It is an endorsement 
(5) Termination or change may result in a premium refund If 
so we will send i t r u Our making or offering of a refund 
is not a condition cancel lat ion 
If you cancel the refund will be computed in accordance with the 
customary short rate table and procedure 
If we cancel or reduce coverage the refund will be computed on 
a pro rata basis 
RECIPROCAL PROVISIONS 
(Applicable Only If This Policy Is Issued by Farmers 
Insurance Exchange) 
This policy is made and accepted in consideration of your premium 
payment to us It is also in consideration of the power of attorney 
you signed as part of your application and the information you gave 
to us on your application Some of your statements actually become 
a part of the policy which we call The Declarations 
When you signed the power of attorney authonty on your applica 
tion you authonzed the Farmers Underwriters Association to ex 
ecute mtennsurance policies between you and other subscnbers 
Nothing in this policy is intended or shall be construed to create 
either 
a A partnership or mutual insurance association 
b Any iomt liability 
We may sue or be sued in our own name as though we were an 
individual if necessary to enforce any claims which arise under this 
olicy In any suit against us service of process shall be upon the 
armers Underwriters Association Attorney in Fact 
Membership fees which you pay are part of the premium They are 
fully earned when you are granted membership and coverage is ef 
fective They are not returnable However if we cancel or non renew 
your policy dunng the initial six (6) months penod membership fees 
will be refunded to you in full 
We hold the Annual Meeting of the members of the Exchange at 
our Home Office at Los Angeles California on the first Monday 
following the 15th day of March of each year at the hour of 2 00 
p m The Board of Governors may elect to change the time and place 
of the meeting If they do so you will be mailed a wntten or pnnted 
notice at your last known address at least ten days before such a 
time Otherwise no notice will be sent to you 
The Board of Governors shall be chosen by subscribers from 
among yourselves. This will take place at the annual meeting 
or at any special meeting which is held for that purpose. The 
Board of Governors shall have full power and authority to 
establish such rules and regulations for our management as 
are not inconsistent with the subscribers' agreements. 
Your premium for this policy and all payment made for its 
continuance shall be payable to us at our Home Office or such 
location named by us in your premium invoice. The funds 
which you pay shall be placed to your credit on our records. 
They will be applied to the payment of your proportion of losses 
and expenses and to the establishment of reserves and general 
surplus. The Board of Governors or its Executive Committee 
has the authority to deposit, withdraw, invest and reinvest such 
funds. You agree that any amount which the Board of 
Governors allocates to our surplus fund may be retained by us. Also, 
after provision is made for all of our liabilities, it may be applied 
to any purpose deemed proper and advantageous to you and other 
policyholders. 
This policy is non-assessable. 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
(Applicable Only If This Policy Is Issued by Mid-Century 
Insurance Company) 
Policy fees which you pay are not part of the premium. They are 
fully earned when the policy is issued. They are not returnable. 
However, if we cancel or non-renew your policy during the initial 
six (6) months period, policy fees will be refunded to you in full. 
This policy shall not be effective unless countersigned on the Declarations Page by a duly authorized representative of the Company named 
on the Declarations Page. 
The Company named on the Declarations has caused this policy to be signed by the officers shown below: 
FARMERS INSURANCE EXCHANGE 
by Farmers Underwriters Association, 
Attorney-in-Fact 
MID-CENTURY INSURANCE COMPANY 
Secretary 
> ^ ^ % ^ 
Vice-President 
No Mexico Coverage 
Read This Warning Carefully 
No coverage under this policy is provided while in Mexico. The Republic of Mexico considers an 
automobile accident a criminal offense as well as a civil matter. Coverage can be obtained through 
a Mexican insurance company when needed. 
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Edward M. Garrett, #1163 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
257 East 200 South, Suite #640 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone (801) 532-2707 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF DAVIS COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
DAVID C. FULL and JOSHUA D. HILL ] 
by his guardian ad litem DAVID C. HILL, ] 
Plaintiffs, ; 
vs. ; 
FARMER'S INSURANCE EXCHANGE, '] 
and inter-insurance exchange, and BARBARA ] 
PELLUM, PAUL PELLUM and BARBARA J. ; 
PELLUM, ; 
Defendant. ] 
) REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 
) OF DOCUMENTS 
) Case No. 920700039 
> Judge Cornaby 
Pursuant to Rule 34 U.R.C.P. plaintiffs request defendants to produce for inspection and 
copying within 30 days of date the following: 
A. With respect to the accident of July 13, 1989 and the three individual policies of 
liability insurance issued to Barbara Pellum: 
1. The original policies with each declarations page attached; 
2. All underwriting manuals for use by Farmer's agents, other personnel and 
management during the period of time of issuance of the three insurance policies; 
3. All home office and agent's files which reflect the issuance of the said three policies 
of liability insurance. 
4. The claim file relating to this declaratory judgment proceeding and the accident of 
July 13, 1989. / 
DATED this ^ day of March, 1992. 
.£, ' 
/ 
Edward M. Garrett \ 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the V*' day of March, 1992, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS was mailed first class, postage 
prepaid to the following: 
Andrea Alcabes 
HANSON, NELSON, CHIPMAN & QUIGLEY 
136 South Main, Suite #910 




1. On or. about July 13, 1989, an accident occurred between 
a vehicle driven by Barbara Pellum and a motorcycle driven by 
David Hill and on which Joshua Hill was riding as a passenger. 
Said accident occurred at the intersection of 200 West 1800 
South, Bountiful, Utah. The vehicle driven by Ms. Pellum struck 
the motorcycle driven by Mr. Hill resulting in injuries to David 
Hill and Joshua Hill. 
2. At the time of this accident, Barbara Pellum, age 16, 
was driving a 1981 Camaro which was insured under a policy of 
insurance issued by Farmers Insurance Exchange with policy limits 
of $20,000 for injuries to one person and $40,000 per occurrence. 
The vehicle driven by Ms. Pellum at the time of this accident was 
owned by her mother, also named Barbara Pellum. 
3. At the time of this accident, Barbara Pellum1s mother, 
Barbara Pellum, and stepfather, Paul Pellum, also owned a 1978 
El Dorado and a 1976 El Camino. Each of the three vehicles owned 
by Barbara Pellum1s mother and stepfather were insured by 
Farmers Insurance Exchange under a separate policy of insurance. 
The policy of insurance covering each of the Pellums! three 
vehicles had limits of liability of $20,000 for injuries to one 
person and $40,000 for injuries per occurrence. 
4. Farmers Insurance Exchange has offered to pay its policy 
limits of $40,000 to David Hill and Joshua Hill ($20,000 to David 
Hill, individually, and $20,000 to David Hill, as conservator of 
. I L/ «£)'< 
the Estate of Joshua Hill) in exchange for a full release of its 
insureds, Barbara J. Pellum, and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pellum. 
5. David Hill and Joshua Hill maintain that where there are 
three separate policies of insurance providing coverage for the 
Pellums, each of the Pellums is afforded separate coverage to the 
extent of $40,000 providing a total of $120,000 of liability 
coverage for the Pellums for claims as a result of this accident. 
6. Farmers Insurance Exchange maintains that the policies 
of insurance issued to the Pellums limit the liability coverage 
available to the Pellums to $40,000. 
7. Farmers Insurance Exchange intends to file a declaratory 
action for a resolution of the issue of the extent of liability 
coverage available to the Pellums. 
8. Farmers Insurance Exchange and David Hill and Joshua 
Hill wish to make the $40,000 policy limits available to David 
Hill and Joshua Hill for their use pending resolution of the 
issues of insurance coverage described above in exchange for full 
release of Barbara Pellum and her parents, Barbara and Paul 
Pellum, pursuant to the terms and conditions set forth herein. 
B. SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND COVENANT NOT TO EXECUTE 
FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF THE SUM OF FORTY THOUSAND 
DOLLARS RECEIVED FROM FARMERS INSURANCE EXCHANGE, TWENTY THOUSAND 
DOLLARS AND 00/100 ($20,000.00) TO DAVID HILL, INDIVIDUALLY, AND 
TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS AND 00/100 ($20,000.00) TO DAVID HILL, AS 
CONSERVATOR OF THE ESTATE OF JOSHUA HILL THE RECEIPT AND 
SUFFICIENCY (F WHICH ARE HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED, WE, DAVID HILL, 
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INDIVIDUALLY AND AS COURT-APPOINTED CONSERVATOR OF THE ESTATE OF 
JOSHUA HILL, AND DIANE B. HILL, THE MOTHER OF JOSHUA HILL, 
PURSUANT TO COURT APPROVAL AND ORDER OF THE COURT, HEREBY AGREE 
AS FOLLOWS: 
1. In the event that the court in the declaratory relief 
action on the issue of insurance coverage determines that Farmers 
Insurance Exchange does not owe any additional coverage to the 
Pellums for this accident over and above the $40,000 which is 
being paid by Farmers Insurance Exchange pursuant to this 
Agreement, we will release, acquit and forever discharge BARBARA 
PELLUM, her mother, BARBARA PELLUM, PAUL PELLUM, their 
principals, agents representatives and insurance carriers, and 
FARMERS INSURANCE EXCHANGE from any and all rights, claims, 
causes of action, demands and damages of any kind, known or 
unknown, existing or arising in the future, which we or any 
persons or organizations on our behalf may have against any of 
the released parties resulting from or related to personal 
injuries, death or other damages arising from the accident which 
occurred on or about July 13, 1989, the details of which are set 
forth above. 
2. In the event that the court in the declaratory relief 
action determines that additional coverage is owed by Farmers 
Insurance Exchange to the Pellums for this accident, we hereby 
agree that we will not seek judgment against Barbara Pellum, her 
mother, Barbara Pellum, and Paul Pellum their principals, agents, 
representatives or insurance carriers or against Farmers 
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Insurance Exchange, for any amounts in excess of the amount which 
is determined by the court to be owed by Farmers Insurance 
Exchange to the Pellums in insurance coverage for the accident 
specified herein. Any judgment which we may obtain against the 
Pellums or their insurance carrier shall not exceed the limits of 
coverage under the Farmers Insurance Exchange policies which 
shall be determined by the court in the declaratory relief action 
and we shall not execute or attempt to execute against the*" 
Pellums for any sums in excess of said limits of coverage-
s' This Release contains the entire agreement of the 
parties hereto and there are no other agreements or 
understandings between the parties. 
DAVID HILL AND (MOTHER) HAVE READ THE FOREGOING RELEASE, 
HAVE BEEN ADVISED BY THEIR ATTORNEY, AND UNDERSTAND IT. 
DATED this //^day of J)SCE/^S^t , 1991. 
tti^e.-Aw/ 
DAVID HILL, individually and as 
Conservator of the Estate of 
Joshua Hill 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF ) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this // - day of 
freg^fe,^ 1991. 
NOTATRY PUBLIC tf v "^tf/^ 
Residing at:7/^ uu && £•«- M&fZ^j^, 
My Commission Expires: s 
- 4 - My Ccmteicn Expires Se/A 20,1953 
(MOTHER) 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF ) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this //# day of 
\F7*7r?*z&2- 1991. 
^L NOTARY'PUBLIC 
ig a t : ^ 
nission 
:.'y Ccmmis&n Expires Sept. 20,1093 
Residin  f.7/0 osf*^?*- '#2^*®* 
My Commis Expires: <fd&3> 
APPROVED AS TO FORM AND CONTENT: 
GARRETT AND STURDY 
~>~) __Zfe/nx /• 
EDWARD M.'GARRETT, 
Attorneys for David and Joshua Hill 
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Andrea C. Alcabes, USB No, 3 2 
HANSON, NELSON, CHIPMAN & QUIGLEY 
Attorneys for Defendants 
910 Kearns Building 
13 6 South Main 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Telephone: (801) 364-3627 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR COUNTY OF DAVIS, STATE OF UTAH 
DAVID C. HILL and JOSHUA D. 
HILL by his guardian ad litem 
DAVID C. HILL, 
Plaintiffs 
vs. 
FARMERS INSURANCE EXCHANGE, 
an inter-insurance exchange, 
BARBARA PELLUM, PAUL PELLUM 
and BARBARA J, PELLUM, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF BOX ELDER ) 
Paul H. Pellum, having first been duly sworn, deposes and 
states as follows: 
1. I was advised on or about February 20, 1992, by Andrea 
C. Alcabes that I, along with my wife and daughter, had been 
named as defendants in two different lawsuits filed by David and 
Joshua Hill. 
2. I understand that Farmers Insurance Exchange, my 
insurance carrier, has paid a total of $40,000 to David C. Hill 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
PAUL H. PELLUM 
Civil No. 920700039 
Judge Cornaby 
and Joshua Hill for injuries sustained by them in an accident 
which occurred on or about July 13, 1989, when a vehicle driven 
by my daughter Barbara Pellum and a motorcycle driven by David C. 
Hill, and on which Joshua Hill was riding as a passenger, 
collided, 
3. At the time of this accident, my daughter, Barbara 
Pellum, was sixteen years old and was driving a 1981 Camaro which 
was insured under a policy of insurance issued by Farmers 
Insurance Exchange, policy limits of $20,000 for injuries to one 
person and $40,000 per occurrence- My wife, Barbara Pellum, was 
the registered owner of the vehicle driven by my daughter at the 
time of this accident. 
4. At the time of this accident, my wife and I also owned a 
1978 El Dorado and a 1976 El Camino. 
5- Each of the three vehicles owned by my wife and me at 
that time were insured by Farmers Insurance Exchange under a 
separate policy of insurance. 
6. I understand that David Hill and Joshua Hill claim 
liability on the part of my daughter as the driver of the vehicle 
involved in the accident, liability on the part of my wife for 
furnishing the vehicle to a minor, and liability on the part of 
myself for signing the driver?s license application of my 
daughter. 
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I. I understand that David Hill and Joshua Hill claim that 
insurance coverage is provided by Farmers Insurance Exchange 
under each of the three insurance policies which they had issued 
to my family at the time of this accident with total coverage of 
$120,000 available for this accident. 
8. I understand that Farmers Insurance Exchange paid to, 
and David Hill and Joshua Hill accepted, the policy limits of 
$40,000 and agreed that their claim for damages against me and my 
family would be limited to the insurance coverage ultimately 
found to be available to my family by this Court. 
9. I understand that if this Court does, in fact, rule that 
Farmers does owe additional insurance coverage for this accident, 
the Hills will be required to establish the extent of their 
injuries and their entitlement to damages in addition to the 
amounts already paid to them in the separate lawsuit which they 
have filed against me and my family. (Civil No. 91 0751288) 
10. I understand that the Hills have agreed to only proceed 
against additional insurance coverage if the Court finds that it 
is owing. 
II. I understand that the Hills, in accepting the $40,000 
policy limits under my policy, have agreed that they will not 
seek any judgment against me, my wife, or my daughter in excess 
of the limits of insurance coverage which this Court determines 
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that Farmers Insurance Exchange owes for this accident and that 
the Hills will not attempt to collect any amounts from me or my 
family in excess of the limits of insurance coverage which this 
Court determined Farmers Insurance Exchange owes for this 
accident. 
12. I understand that Andrea C. Alcabes has been retained 
by Farmers Insurance Exchange to represent my family's interests 
and those of Farmers Insurance Exchange in the lawsuits filed 
against us by the Hills and this is agreeable to me. 
DATED this > c7 day of /,. > ' ; 1992. 
'
 x
 f L-J-L 
PAUL H. PELLUM 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: SS. 
COUNTY OF BOX ELDER ) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this -^ - \ day of April, 
1992. 
\ ^ ^ ^SfSSsS^gS \ NOTARY PUBLIC „ , J 
[y^y SltoSJS? ! Residing at: tOx 6Ll*V Cn. LIT 
* • •"» * • «•» ••• «m M M mm n» mm • • — __- I .J
My Commission Expires; H-IQ - \ p 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE f\p^J 
I hereby certify that on the ^ O day of-Fe&Eu-axy, 1992, a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing document was mailed, 
postage prepaid, to: 
Edward M. Garrett, Esq. 
GARRETT AND STURDY 
257 East Second South, Suite 640 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
